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Nader draws in packed 
Chicago crowd. 
Oscar nominee Joan Allen 
discusses new film 'The 
Sports 





Columbia grad tastes the sweet smell of su~" 
By Rob Barto 
Staff Writer 
On a good day you can sme ll the sweet scent of 
Fitzee 's barbecue from blocks away. The smoke stack on 
top of the bui lding, which is directed down to the gri ll, 
works as advertising for the hungry workers on lunch 
hour or heading home for dinner around McConmick 
Place. This puts a smi le on the faces of Columbia grad-
uate Michael Fitzgerald and his mother, the owners of 
Fitzee's, wh ich is located at 2130 S. Indiana. 
Fitzgerald majored in journalism at Columbia and 
worked on The Chronicle until he graduated in 1990. He 
also helped out his parents, by working at their restau-
rant. Fitzgerald seems used to it, however, because he 
has been working for his pa rents after school ever since 
he was a kid . " I had a good structured life while grow-
ing up" he says. 
mother's sauce and spices 
that give the food its great 
taste. Fitzgerald is more 
the marketing person for 
the restaurant. He has 
used the writing skills he 
learned at Columbia to 
create letters that he 
included with sample bonles 
of sauce to people like 
Richard Simmons, Martha 
Stewart and Pres ident 
C linton. 
A 21 -year-old establish-
me nt, Fitzee 's is fi lied 
with photos, letters, and 
articles that serve as a 
ti meline for the small 
restaurant. There's a letter 
from President Cli nton 
and a photo of Fitzgerald 
with Oprah Winfrey. 
Behind -all these photos 
and history is the hard 
work and detennination of 
Michael Fitzgerald. 
After graduating, Fitzge rald decided to help out at the 
restaurant full time and try to get his mother's barbecue 
sauce bottled and distributed across the state and possibly 
the nation. Fitzgerald fe lt his mother 's exce llent fat- free 
sauce deserved recognition and should be out where peo-
ple can get to it. It's th is thinking that has bottled the 
sauce and allowed it to be shelved at such stores as 
Whole Foods, Domin icks, and Moo and Oink. 
He has also taken Fitzee's out on the road, becoming a 
"temporary gypsie," as he ca lls it. They have appeared at 
Jazz Fest, Blues Fest, Gospel Fest, and even the Taste of 
Chicago. They have even trave led to the Winter Carnival 
in St. Paul, Minnesota. The restaurant has been featured 
in the Chicago Tribune, the Reader and the Chronicle. 
Fitzgerald has been on Fox 32 in the morning. Fitzgerald 
has high hopes for the restaurant. "One thing that un ites 
us all is that we like to eat" he said. 
Fitzee's two original 
locations, in Englewood, Bill Manley/Chromcle 
were c lased and they Michael Fitzgerald, co-owner of Fitzee's , shares a moment with his famous BBQ sauce. 
While he does some o f the cooking he can ' t take the 
credit from his mom, who is the "orig inal" Fitzee. It 's hi s 
opened up the new one 
near McCormick Place. 
In this newly sprout ing ne ighborhood they have been 
ab le to real growth that they didn' t see at the two other 
locations. Fitzgerald said, " One thing exciting about 
restaurants is that people are always looking for a new 
place to eat." 
Fitzgerald is working on making his mom's sauce a 
household name in the Chicagoland area. While Fitzee's 
Carter outlines college's continual growth 
By Amber Holst 
Editor-in-Chief 
founders had high hopes for their institution and its 
neighborhood; but I' m equally sure that in their wildest• 
dreams they never imagined the growth of the college-or 
of the South Loop-to the proportions both have reached 
When Columbia moved into the old Fairbanks Morse today." 
Building at 600 S. Michigan Ave. in 1976, the South He then discussed Columbia's role in the recent explo-
Loop was an entirely different place on the real estate sion of deve lopment in the South Loop from 1993 until 
map. present. 
"The neighborhood was struggling, vacant properties "One of the wonderful things is that we invested in the 
abounded and this hotel had not yet undergone i!s mas- South Loop long before most fe lt it was fashionable, so 
sive rebirth," said Columbia's new President Warrick L. we fee l very comfortable be ing in the leadership role of 
Carter in a speech at the Near South Planning Board's what's been going on in the revi val of the entire area," 
annual luncheon on October I 0 . Carter said. 
Since then, much has obviously changed, Carter point- Since 1993 Columbia has seen enrollment jump from 
ed out from a dai s in the Chicago Hilton & Towers. 6,900 to 9,000-plus and has expanded its physical pres-
Although Columbia is not the only reason for the South ence from 450,000 to 1.2 million square feet-and from 
Loop's g rowth it has been a defining catalyst in its pro- five to ten buildings. 
gression over the last quarter-century, he said. " I'm happy to report that Columbia has progressed 
Carter began his speech highlighting contributions along parallel lines (with the South Loop)," Carter said. 
Columbia has made to the South Loop, especially in Last year, Columbia opened the historic Ludington 
recent years. I le noted that the college's presence actual- Building, located at II 04 S. Wabash, designed in 1891 
ly goes back further. · by renowned architect William LeBaron Jenney. 
" When Columbia Co llege was the Columbia School of Renovations on this building are still in progress, how-
Oratory-a women's college specializing in the speech ever it currently houses Columbia's Book and Paper Arts 
arts, founded in 1890-it occupied a number of rented Center, a portion of the Film and Video department, the 
locations in the South Loop. I' m sure the school's Glass Curtain Gallery and the Conaway Multicultural 
nr.='!'"'"="' Center. 
This year, the college opened its new Dance 
Center, located 1306 S. Michigan Ave. and 
plans to build on two of its three still undevel· 
oped properties. 
" We have some ambitious and, we th ink, 
exc iting expansion plans in the South Loop-
1,.4~,1 plans that we hope wi ll benefit the community as well as our students," Carter said. 
According to Carter, the college hopes to 
__ _._
1 
erect a student union on the corner of 8th and 
Wabash, the current home to Buddy Guy's 
Legends. 
" We are also considering construction of a 
new educational center, with classrooms and !lll~rJl~~·· possibly day care fac ilities, on one of the two 
Bill Manley/Chronicle 
College president Dr. Warrick L. Carter addresses the Near South 
Planning Board at the Chicago Hilton and Towers 
vacant lots," He continued. "All of these proj -
ects require funding, and we are currently 
exploring governmental and private funding 
sources to enable us to make them happen." 
has had its ups and downs, and has tired him out, 
Fi tzgera ld's determinat ion to bring his mother 's sauce to 
the publ ic so it can get the recognition he feels it deserves 
has helped to fue l his s trength and keep things going. 
The first in an ongoing series profiling Colum Alum 
Victim, allegedly beaten, 
'betrayed' by college 
By Joe Giuliani 
Contributing Editor 
Richard Renno was working in hi s office at 
Columbia 's Film/Video department when a student 
entered and asked to have a c lassroom opened so he 
could retrieve a set of keys he had left there . 
Renno walked the student to the lighting room and 
inserted his key into the lock. Less than a minute 
later, Renno was on the ground, and the student was 
on top of him; punching him in the face and digging 
his fingers into his eyesockets. 
This is what Renno says happened to him on 
March 23, 2000; his last full day of work at 
Cclumbia. 
This incident preceeded another student's attack 
on a Columbia employee that a ll egedly took place 
two weeks ago. 
As the Chronicle reported last week, Julie Trainor, 
a member of the Acamdemic Computing 
Department was allegedly physically attacked on 
Sept. 26 by a student in a computer lab. 
One reason for two alleged physical altercations 
occurring within six months of each other may be a 
disc iplinary system and a code of conduct that isn ' t 
strict enough, said Phil Feser, d irector of recruiting, 
marketing and e-commerce for Rush Personnel 
Service. 
" It all depends on your policy," Feser said. 
"You've got to have a stricter policy. Maybe a zero 
tolerance policy." 
Adminis trators have recognized a need to better 
define what is expected of students in tenms of 
acceptable behavior. Officials are in the process of 
changing Columbia's student conduct code Dean of 
Students Jean Lightfoot said. 
See Victim, page 2 
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1-UU#;\l~.nt~f'Jiudent John Paul Doguin has been named the 
'HI Jlo~OQO K2s:li~kf."'':arp•till..ner for his ethereal industrial photos. The 
• .. *oil<s' \II!Niehllvtilla solo exhibition at the college's Hokin 
Gallery. on the first floor of the S. Wabash building , from October 
23-November 21 from 9 a.m. till 7 p.m., Monday through 
Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday. An opening reception will 
be held Wednesday October 25 from 5-7 p.m. Admission is free. 
As winner of the merit Award, Doguin receives a $2000 college 
grant. 
Contemporary Art discussion 
Many artists in the 1960s and '70s attempted to redefine the 
role and nature of art by questioning conventional notions such as 
originality and craftsmanship. Join artist Byron Kim; Andrea 
Miller-Keller, former curator of Contemporary Art at the 
Wadsworth Atheneum, Connecticut; and John Weber, curator of 
Education and.Public Programs at the San Francisco Museum of 
Modem Art, for a discussion on contemporary conceptual art. 
The free panel discussion will take place on Tuesday, October 17, 
at 6 p.m. at the Museum of Contemporary Art Theater. For more 
information please call (312) 397-4010. 
President of Creative Capitol to 
speak at 'Show me the Money' 
Painter Ed Paschke will be among the panelists when Ruby 
Lerner, president of Creative Capitol, describes how the innova-
tive "venture philosophy" organization gives artists financial, mar-
keting and professional development assistance- and how, in 
exchange, artists contribute to Creative Capitol's grant-making 
fund. 
"Show Me the Money"- Funding Individual Artist: Politics, 
Policy and Practice" will be presented by Columbia's Chicago 
Center for Art's Policy, Thursday, November 9 from 6 to 8:30 p.m. 
at the Field Museum, 1400 S. lake Shore Dr .. room 1. 
Other panelists are Mary Young, Chicago Department of 
Cultural Affairs; Juana Guzman, Mexican Fine Arts Center 
Museum; and Libby Chiu. Urban Gateways. The event is free and 
open to the public. Reservations are not required. For further 
information. call (312) 344-7985. 
'The Move Project' premieres 
Chicago native David Dorfman returns home for "The Move 
Project,· a new work created for and inspired by the Dance 
Center's recent relocation. Seven dancers and a local communi-
ty cast will metaphorically transfer the Dance Center's creative 
uptown spirit to the new downtown site. Filled with irony, humor, 
the work taps into the strength needed to make a major change. 
"The Move Project" begins Thursday. October, 26, at 8 p.m .. at 
Columbia's new Dance Center. 1306 S. Michigan Ave. Admission 
is $16-20. Special discounts apply to Columbia faculty, staff and 
students. Call (312) 344-8300, for more details. 
Celebrated Brazilian poets set to 
read at Columbia 
Acclaimed Brazilian poets, Regis Bonvicino and Horacio 
Costa will read their works at Columbia on Thursday, November 
2 at 5:30 p.m. The poets are touring the U. S. in celebration of 
the recent publication of a special supplement of modern 
Brazilian poetry in the literary magazine New American Writing. 
Bonvicino's work includes 33 poems, Butterfly Bones. and the 
recent bi-lingual edition of Sky Eclipse. Costa has published the 
collections 28 poemas 6 contos, Satori and Quadragesimo. Both 
have translated the works of many English and Spanish speaking 
poets into Portuguese. The will takes place at the Ferguson 
Theater. at 600 S. Michigan Ave. Admission is free. For more 
information, call (312) 344-8100. 
Chicago Halloween happenings 
( The Chicagoween Pumpkin Plaza presents this year's 
Halloween festivities, which include daily performances by the l Midnight Circus. a haunted village, fortunetellers , magicians, 
jugglers and spooky story1ellers. Plus, take part in the pumpkin-
'-decorating workshop Saturdays and Sundays from 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m The fun lasts right through Halloween. Chicagoween 
1 Pumpk1n Plaza is presented by the Mayor's Office of Special 
( Events. For more informat1on call (312) 346-3278. 
l upcoming announcements? Call the Chronicle 
~ews and Notes line at (3 12) 344-7255 or 
email us at www.cditor@ccchronic lc.com 
Naa~ 
Columbia's Journalism deplrtment hosted a panel dlscuasion, "Covering Campaign 2000." Tenhonda Young, a junior Joumallsm 
major, dirtcls a question to pantlsts (from Left to Right) Joel Bleifuu, editor for In These Trnes; Donald Crumbly, poOOcal scientist 
and Columbia faCility member, and Kevin La~. politicaJ c:onsullant to tht Gore umpaign. 
Victim 
Continued from Front Page 
" Before the semester's over 
we ' II have a clear cut student 
code," she said. However, 
Lightfoot said she wasn't sure 
exactly what part of the code 
would be changed. 
Columbia's Student Code of 
Conduct only describes violent 
behavior as: " ... knowingly 
obstructing or disrupting College 
activities, and disorderly c o n -
duct, including acts which violate 
the rights of others, and which 
tend to break the peace." 
Students accused of violating 
this rule are dealt with by 
Lightfoot. Feser, who advises 
companies on how to make their 
workplaces more employee-
friendly, called two student-staff 
altercations in six months "amaz-
ing." 
" We believe security needs to be 
increased," said a representative 
for P-FAC, Columbia's part-time 
faculty organization. The repre-
sentative said P-FAC wrote a let-
ter to school officials suggesting a 
professional appraisal of security, 
but according to PFAC member 
Peter Insley, nobody at PFAC 
seems to know whether the letter 
was ever sent. 
After the alleged attack the 
Film/Video department met with 
school officials and demanded 
conflict-resolution training for 
employees, which film staff 
received, said Emily Reible, 
Product ion Coordinator in the 
Film/Video department. 
Renno, who graduated from 
Columbia's fi lm department, feels 
betrayed by his alma mater. He 
doesn't understand why the 
school is not pressing charges 
against his alleged attacker, espe-
cially since fi lm students " pulled 
him off me," Renno said. 
"I didn't hear from anyone 
about it until Wednesday after it 
happened," said Renno. "The 
head of the film department st ill 
hasn't contacted me about it. 
" I had to call Jean Lightfoot to 
see what was being done and she 
said, 'He's in school but he's not 
allowed in your building.' I got 
livid at that point. 
"Everyone told me the student is 
a problem. To me, it comes down 
to money. If they're letting him 
stay, they're deciding his tuition 
is more important than me." 
Jean Lightfoot, Dean of Students, 
did not return phone calls about. 
the incident. 
In Feser 's opinion, the punish-
ment handed down didn't send a 
strong enough message. 
" It (violence) is being condoned 
and supported," said Feser. "The 
school can be sued for not provid-
ing a protected work environ-
ment." 
Renno quit his job the Monday 
after the alleged attack. Since 
then he has gone back to tending 
bar for a living. 
"I starte_d tending bar six years 
ago and I ' ve had to deal with 
drunk people, telling them they 
had to leave. I've had to watch the 
doors and close up the bar at 
night. In all my years of bartend-
ing I've never been in an alterca-
tion. Because I was at Columbia it 
never entered my mind I could be 
attacked. I assumed people who 
go to college don't do that stuff. 
Perspective -------------
Computer Labs: HAL Is no longer the threat 
Working at the college may prove to be hazardous to your health 
By Joe Giuliani 
Contributing Editor 
Life isn't pretty for students and faculty who 
work in Columbia's two computer labs. Somehow, 
things seem to have gotten out of hand in these two 
rooms. Ask anyone who works in those labs what 
they put up with in their jobs, and they will enter-
tain you with stories of threats, verbal abuse and 
generally being treated like maggots at the hands 
of students. For example: 
"A guy had an old ID," said Daniel Berube, a lab 
aide. " I told him to get u new one. He came back 
with the new ID and threw it at me." 
"I've seen people swear and curse at the lab 
aides," said Mark Quilhot, the lab facilities assis-
tant manager. 
"You get called ' bitch,' whatever," said Debbie 
Sandlin, a lab technician. " Verbal abuse happens 
everyday. That's without question." 
"People come in here and get mad at me for hav-
ing to enforce the rules," said Jim Nonnan, anoth-
er lab aide. 
The obvious question is why. Maybe computers 
emit undetectable rnys that tum gentle Dr. Jykell's 
into uncouth Mr. Hyde's. Or maybe the rules are 
too oppressive. Like having to show proof that you 
are a Columbia student and not a suicidal Iranian 
terrorist using the internet to order a bomb. 
see HAL, paae 3 
October 16, 2000 
HAL 
Continued from Page 2 
Rebecca Courington, chairperson of the 
Academic Comput ing Department doesn't 
understand the cause of the short tempers 
either. 
"There 's a fa ir amount of pressure in the 
lab when people have a paper due," she 
said. " But why students get so bent out of 
shape, I don't know." 
Maybe the reason is because Columbia 
officials are tolerat ing this behavior. 
" I can only kick somebody out of a com-
puter lab for a day or week," Courington 
said. 
You see, stiffer penalties are handed 
down from the dean 's office. And the 
dean's office hands out harsh penalt ies 
about as frequently as your average atheist 
attends Sunday mass . 
Now I don 't want to see our school 
being run like 1940's azi Gennany, but 
there are times when quick, decisive 
action is necessary. 
Last year, when a student threatened to 
ambush student-employee Ryan Lake 
once they both were off campus, the only 
punishment this thug received was being 
told to withdraw from his computer c lass. 
And these threats were made in front of 
security guards. 
Out-of-s ight-out-of-mind was the dean's 
way of handling the problem. 
Lake, worried about his personal safety, 
quit and took a job at a Best Buy. Because 
the Dean of Students, Jean Lightfoot, did-
n't do enough to make him feel safe at his 
work, he left a job he held and enjoyed for 
two years; where he worked with fe llow 
students and made connections with staff 
and faculty within his department. 
John Moore. associate dean of student 
affairs, explained the thug's actions to me 
by saying "he questions authority and has 
a chip on his shoulder.·· 
That is the same as a defense attorney 
arguing that his client's indi' idual person-
ality simply made him commit the crime 
and therefore should be granted leniency. I 
mean, aren't most of us in some way or 
another mad at the world? Does that mean 
we should all be a llowed to threaten to 
beat up people who annoy us? Our society 
has courts where people take their beefs 
with one another. That, most would argue, 
is what makes a society "civi lized." And 
life for some people at Columbia, espe-
c ially in the computer labs, isn't very civil. 
Renowned Chinese poet shares work, life experiences 
By Tanisha Blakley 
Staff Writer 
In the Herman Conaway Multicultural Center on Thursday, 
October 12 students, faculty and vis itors gathered in an intimate 
setting to hear readings o f poetry from Bei Dao and Clayton 
Eshleman. 
The evening began with read ings from Clayton Eshleman, poet, 
translator, and editor who won the National Book Award for The 
Complete Posthumous Poems of Cesar Vallejo. Eshleman cur-
rently teaches Introduct ion to literature: Poetry and Creative writ-
ing (poetry) at Eastern M ichigan Univers ity in Yps ilanti, 
Michigan. Since the late 1950's he has been trans lating poems 
from other poets to English. Eshlemnan speaks to the audience on 
his be lief of rhyme or meaning when translat ing poetry, "You have 
to make a choice." 
Following Eshleman 's readings Bei Dao, who has been referred 
to as the "Leading Chinese Poet" read his works in Chinese after 
Eshleman trans lated them in English. 
The Chinese translation sparked interest in the audience despite 
the silence and expressionless faces that filled the room. Katrina 
Hall , a fiction writing transfer student, attended the reading w ith a 
friend and they were both impressed with the Chinese translation. 
"I would have li ked to hear more of the second poet," Hall said. 
Bei Dao's exile following the 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre, 
was the interest of the evening. The coord inator of the poetry pro-
gram, Paul Hoover, allowed a brie f Q&A session after the read-
ings. The center buzzed with questions regarding Dao's revolu-
tionist background. 
John Mattison/Chronicle 
Bei Dao reads from his work at the Herman Conaway Multicultural 
Center last Thursday. 
" I don't think my poetry is dangerous," Dao responded to a 
question imply ing that his words or interpretation didn't seem 
harmless. Dao expla ins that his expression of Human Rights is 
the conflict. His works express individualist ideas artistically and 
is a reason why he is not allowed to return to China or have any of 
his work published there. 
readi ng, say she was sorry that she d idn't fo rward her e-mail invite 
to friends. Pleased to see resembling faces Wu commented, " I 
was surprised to see so many Chinese people here." All those 
attending gathered at the reception afterward that was sponsored 
by the Asian Arts Center. 
The English department will be hosting its next poetry reading 
November 2 at 5:30 p.m. The acclaimed Brazilian poet, Regis 
Bonvic ino and 1-Ioracio Costa will read their works in the Ferguson 
Theatre, at 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Some of the guests were surprised at the di versity of the crowd. 
Jin Wu, a guest who was contacted via e-mail about the poetry 
Admission will also be free. 
New federal law forces colleges to release crime statistics 
By Joe Siwek 
Staff Writer 
The Columbia Security Department is 
upgrading the ir security efforts and is 
ready to make campus li fe safer with the 
help of a new federal law, the Clery Act. 
This act requires all colleges and uni-
versities to make campus crime statistics 
accessible to the publ ic. The act also 
states that colleges must now report all 
crimes that happen on streets that run 
through or around campus bui ldings and 
not j ust the crimes that occur on campus 
property or inside college owned build-
ings. 
Columbia has published a brochure that 
g ives campus crime statistics and 
describes how Columbia is prepared to 
cooperate to the fullest extent with the 
new federal law. Crime on campus 
appears to be fairly low in most areas. 
"We have an exce llent re lationship with 
local law enforcement and promote com-
munity policing," Di rector of Security 
Jose Gallegos said. " Inside campus bui ld-
ings [crime] numbers are low," Gallegos 
added, "We are very happy about that." 
Gallegos, Director of Security since 
1993, says that the, "areas outside and 
around buildings are the ones we have to 
concentrate on." 
Proposed in 1986 by Connie and 
Howard Clery, the Clery Act was formally 
written under the Bush Administration as 
the "Crime Awareness and Campus 
Security Act of 1990." 
Connie and Howard felt something 
needed to be done after their daughter 
Jeanne, 19, was murdered in her dorm 
while sleeping April 5, 1986 at Lehigh 
University in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
Jeanne's parents were shocked to fi nd out 
that students were not informed of 38 
other violent crimes that took place on 
Lehigh's campus before their daughte r's 
death . 
The act was amended in 1992 to add 
the requirement that colleges must also 
offer victims of sexual assault certain 
basic rights. In 1998 the act was amended 
again to add more reporting requirements 
and to be formally named after Jeanne 
Clery. 
Of the crimes reported by Columbia, 
motor vehicle theft was the most promi-
nent. Thirty-four thefts were reported to 
local police departments between January 
I, 1999 and December 31, 1999. 
"Car theft issues were not reported by 
Columbia before this Clery Act," Gallegos 
said. "With the law they have to be now." 
Since Columbia does not own any 
parking lots it is hard for college security 
officials to prevent these crimes. 
"We encourage students, staff and fac-
ulty to attend monthly CAPS meetings in 
order to find out where these crimes are 
happening," Gallegos said. 
Overall campus life at Columbia 
appears to be reasonably safe. Motor 
vehic le theft, drug arrests (29) and 
Burglary (21 ), are the only crimes that 
crack the 20 barrier. 
" l fee l safe at night, Columbia is a well 
lit area," said Bri an Lavine, a student who 
lives on campus in a hostile located on 
Congress and Wabash. " I usually walk in 
groups and haven' t had any problems," 
Lavine added. "My build ing also has 
security phones we can access." 
Student safety is seen as one of the 
biggest worries for campuses around the 
country and with the help of the Clery Act 
and the cooperation from college adminis-
trations students can begin to feel safer in 
the environments they study. 
For more campus news go to www.ccchronicle.com 
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Jesse White-Drawing strength from his passions 
By Sabina Ghebremedhln 
Correspondent 
~-- W e.t.~ .;..~awn he's already juggling a crowd-
ed schedule-preeching the need for organ donors, inform-
r.r.n ~ns,hjgly.chool students about participating in the politi-
uuvl:aJipmcea\)By 7 a.m. he's running the affairs of the 
State. 
I.U:lM SJk~ of State Jesse White, the first African-
rRAH~lll~ 1/lij~tion, relishes his frenetic pace. He 
0~d @"'fb~!lblot any other way. 
"I love what I do and I believe that I can make a di ffer-
ence by helping people who are disad-
vantaged economically," he said. 
In the Organ Donor program there 
are 5,000 people who arc on the wait-
ing list. Five hundred people die each 
year, and everyday one or two individ-
uals are added to the waiting list. 
"One person can provide life or the 
improvement for qual ity of li fe for 20 
to 25 individuals," White said. 
White says that footba ll player 
Walter Payton helped increase the 
numbers of organ donors by 5 percent. 
Payton later died of a problem with his 
liver. 
" I have a personal agenda with this 
program because my brother was a phannac ist and died 
of an aneurysm. While he was in the hospital they want-
ed to extract his organs for transplantation purposes. I 
said NO, don't touch his body," White said. 
He explains that fi ve years later his sister became ill and 
was in need of a kidney. An anonymous donor came for-
ward and gave her a second chance in life. 
"'As a result of those expenences, I have been a strong 
believer and supporter of the Organ Donor program," 
White sa id. 
The black communities' participation in the program is 
almost 22 percent, yet 35 percent is on the waiti ng list for 
donated organs. " In the educational programs we provide 
we can give ins ight to minorities about the need for organ 
donors. More minorities have participated because of 
educational programs such as the Literacy and Library 
Program." said White. 
White says that out of II million people, 4.8 million 
have signed up to be organ donors in the State of Ill inois 
" We think individuals should give blood when they are 
alive and well. When they arc no longer here they should 
give organs. so that they can allow li fe to continue and 
give individuals a second chance in life," White said. 
"There is value and merit in the Organ Donor program. 
We have a 2 million dollar budget for enroll ing people in 
this program; the Bulls, Whi te Sox and Bears are all sup-
porters of this program." 
Columbia is an active participant in this program and 
therefore White decided to visit the college last Spring. 
He said that he is planning on another visit and this time 
his Tumbling Team might join him. 
White was born in Alton, Ill. in 1939. He later moved 
to Chicago at the age of seven. In high school he played 
both baseball and basketball. He later achieved to receive 
a scholarship to Alabama State College (now Alabama 
State University) for baseball and basketball. 
"A couple of months ago I was inducted in to Illinois 
Sports Hall of Fame for scoring a 69 points in a high 
school basket ball game." 
His senior year White signed a contract to play baseball 
with the Chicago Cubs. "Four days before spring train-
ing I was drafted and went into basic training; the mili-
tary. I jumped out of airplanes for two years," said White. 
He served as a paratrooper in the United States' 10 1 
Airborne Division. " I began my baseball career after 
games. 
being formally discharged from the military. 
During the off season I taught school during 
the day and worked for the Park District at 
night. I was asked to put up a gym show and 
one of those gym shows became the Jesse 
White Tumbling Team," he said. 
The Tumblers were founded by White in 
1959 to keep youth off the streets. Today, the 
Tumbling team have 116 kids ranging from 
the ages of six to 22. Approximately 275 kids 
are in training at the Moody Bible institute in 
Chicago, and 7,900 are on the waiting list. 
The team had more than 800 performances 
during the year of 1999-2000 and 175 per-
formances were presented at professional 
basketball, baseball , football and soccer 
"We have traveled to Japan, China, Bermuda and 
Canada. We have been involved in the makings of three 
movies and I I commercials. Four of our younger 
Tumblers are traveling with the Harlem Globetrotters," 
White says. 
"I was a Tumbler as a kid and later majored in Physics 
education. Because of my education I was able to teach 
children how to tumble. The Tumbling team is an oppor-
tunity for chi ldren to use their spare t ime in a positive 
way. We have strict rules and regulations," White says. 
Co-worker Dr. Jodi Martinez, Deputy Director of 
Literacy Office says, "The kids have to personally show 
Secretary White their report card." The school children 
have to maintain at least a C-average to continue their 
participation in the team. 
White explains that the program is to serve education-
al and recreational purpose, and also athletic and culture 
enrichment. That's the base of the Tumbling Team's mis-
sion. 
"The children have an opportunity to go places they 
have never been before. It could be kids who never visit-
ed a hotel, a sauna or never been in a swimming pool. By 
being a part of the Tumblers these kids can experience 
the world," White said. 
The Tumbling team performs in almost a ll the major 
arenas across the nation. White says, "we perform for all 
the NBA teams, except the Lakers. The only reason we 
don't perform for them is because they use their cheer-
Team every year and they are tested on their physical 
abilities as well as their educational performance. 
Different sponsors help support the Tumbling team. 
"This program helps the students to become educated 
individuals and helps them gain compassion for their fel-
low man. It keeps them out of trouble," White said. 
"Jesse White is a man of detail and quality. He has pas-
sion for his work, and when it comes to making decisoons 
he always thinks about everyone's well-being. I have 
never seen him tired-he is tireless. I admire him for 
always donating so much of his time to everyone. He 
cares about the Mayor, the alderman or other officials as 
much as he cares about the ' little people' like kids, or 
people like you and me." Dr. Martinez said. 
White was elected to serve as Secretary of State in 
November 1998 and he took office in January 1999. 
White says, " I was winning the Democratic primary by 
II 0,000 votes and won the general election against the 
Republicans by more than 450,000 votes." 
White said people tried to discourage him to run for 
office. That he wouldn' t make it. "Well, a ll those people 
trying to make me not run for office gave me all the rea-
sons to do it. That just made me stronger," he says. "My 
mission is to be the best Secretary of State that Illinois 
has ever enjoyed." 
leaders as a half time presentation. We perform for eight '---'...e.::.. 
NFL Teams, 25 to 35 major and minor baseball leagues." Plwltos courtesty of Jesse Wllile 
More than 2,200 chi ldren audition for the Tumbling 
College Council considers splitting Radio/Sound departments 
By Joe Giuliani 
Contributing Editor 
The Radio/Sound department will likely become two 
separate departments, Academic De~n Caroline Latta 
said at Columbia 's fi rst College Council meeting of the 
vear. 
· "We are recommending to the pres ident that 
Radio/Sound follow in the footsteps of Art and Design 
and Photography and evolve into separate entities," Latta 
said. " It 's an administrative prerogative that the depart-
ment be divided in two." 
Latta said faculty members in the Radio/Sound depart-
ment favor the split. 
Also discussed at the meeting was the Single Res ident 
Occupancy faci lity proposed for the southwest comer of 
ll arr i~on and Wabash. Bert Gall , Executive Vice 
President, said the school is looking for some way to 
develop an arts prc~encc in the low income housing facil-
ity, which would be operated by the Christian Industria l 
League. 
Pacific Garden Mission, located at Ualbo and State 
street~. may be ~wa llowed by the expansion of neighbor-
ing Jones Academic lligh School. City officials have 
decided the proposed SRO would accommodate the 
neighborhood 's homeless that would be displaced when 
the miss ion is closed. 
Plans for a I ,(>00-studcnt dormitory- to he bui lt and 
shared by Columbia, Roosevelt, Depaul and Rohert 
Morris College-may be dead, said Gall. 
The faci lity was supposed to he built on the hlock bor-
dered by WabMh, Congress, Harrison and State, said 
Gall. ,.rhe CTA (Chicago Transit Authority) r lans to 
re locate the el by running it through that site," Gall said. 
C(Jiumbia only learned of the CTA's plans in the past two 
weeks, said Oall. 
Jean Lightfoot, Dean of 
Students, informed the 
council of plans to modify 
the school's student con-
duct code. Lightfoot said 
her department would 
have something ready in 
November to be distrib-
uted throughout the col-
lege. The new code would 
be finalized in December, 
she said. 
In other college news, 
Gall announced that 
Columbia would like ly 
have to spend as much as 
$5 million in two years in 
order to comply with a 
c ity ordinance requiring 
bui ld ing owners to inspect 
the facades of their struc-
tures. Columbia has three 
buildings that would need 
to he out fi tted with the 
scaffolding. 
New sprink ler systems 
and generators would also 
be needed for several 
Columbia bui ldinl!s. said 
Gall . 
Record inKS of the coun-
cil meetin11 are now avail-
able for students to listen 
to in the library, said 
Council chai r Mar&arct 
Sullivan. 
Pllricll~ 
Executive VIce Pm ldlnt Bert Oall explains new devllopmenll fw the colllgllt the 
eamt~ttr'e flrat IMitlng of the College Council. 
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Across the nation's campuses 
Local college professor and colleague win Nobel Prize in Economics 
By Martha Irvine 
Associated Press Writer 
CHICAGO (AP) The Nobel Prize in 
economics Wednesday went to two 
American professors who developed ways 
to analyze how people make everyday 
decisions such as w here to live, when to 
get a job and how to trave l. 
messianic fashion but in an honest fash-
ion," Heckman, 56, told a Chicago news 
conference via telephone . He was in 
Brazi I to present a paper on the relation-
ship between 
Bethesda, Md. "They looked at the 
factors that produce different trajectories 
over one's life. Their techniques allow us 
to accurately predict wh ich factors are 
responsible for which effects." 
McFadden said he was delighted that his 
work was recognized. 
said the university earned its reputation by 
b ringing promising and even controversial 
economists on board. 
The university, he said, was willing to 
put ··chips in places where there's a great 
deal of uncertainty," noting that 
Heckman's early work in the 1970s was 
not widely accepted. 
government policy and unemployment. 
Heckman is the 21st scholar who has 
worked or studied at the University of 
Chicago to win the economics prize since 
its creation in 1968. 
"The economics community is just a few 
thousand. I guess one always figures you 
have a one-in-a-thousand chance," the 63-
year-old professor said. 
This year, the academy has focused on 
scientific discoveries applicable to every-
day li fe instead of pure ly theoretical 
breakthroughs. James J. Heckman of the University of 
Chicago and Daniel L. McFadden of the 
University of California at Berkeley were 
lauded for their efforts in the area of 
microeconometrics, which combines eco-
nomics and statistics. 
A native of Chicago, Heckman is best 
known for his stud ies of labor patterns _ 
for example, examining when and how 
much 
He described his work as a way to study 
"what one might call ' life's big choice"' 
such as when to marry and how many 
children to have . 
The Nobel Memorial Prize in 
Economics the fourth in a week o f awards 
was not one of the original prizes estab-
lished in Alfred Nobel's will more than a 
century ago. It was created to mark the tri-
centennial of Sweden's central bank. 
married women work. 
Their work in develop ing techniques to 
look at how people make li festyle deci-
sions contributed to the design of educa-
tional training programs, urban trans-
portillion systems and housing for the eld-
erly, the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Sciences said in 
McFadden 's models aim at determining 
how people choose from diffe rent alterna-
tives when deciding where to live, how to 
travel and w hat to buy. His work was 
instrumental in the design of the San 
Francisco commuter train system as well 
as 
McFadden also was recognized for 
methods used to evaluate the effects of the 
1989 oil spill from the Exxon Valdez 
tanker ofT the Alaskan coast. 
The Nobel in economics practically 
belongs to the University of Chicago. 
Among the biggest names to win the prize 
at the university are Milton Friedman and 
George Stigler. 
The Nobel Prizes in medicine, physics 
and chemistry were announced earlier in 
the week. The literature award will be 
announced Thursday, and the peace prize, 
the only one awarded in Oslo, Norway, 
wi ll be announced Friday. 
investments in phone service and housing 
for the elderly, the academy said. 
Stockholm. 
McFadden, a native of Raleigh, N.C., 
and Heckman wi II split the prize, which is 
worth $915,000 this year. 
"Economics is really about understand-
ing the world and changing it and not in a 
Hec. kman and McFadden "developed 
techniques that have really dominated 
everything I do for as long as I can 
remember," said Jeffery Evans, a scientist 
specializing in population and family data 
at the National Institutes of Health in 
"I'll tell you one thing. I feel rel ieved to 
get a Nobel Prize because this tradition 
can be quite oppressive," Heckman said, 
drawing la ughter from his colleagues. 
Gary Becker, a University of Chicago 
economist who won the prize in 1992, 
The prizes always are presented on Dec. 
I 0, the anniversary of Nobel's death in 
1896. 
Overdue library book shows 
up in TV shopping parcel 
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (AP) An overdue library book was 
ltturned last week bv a Louisiana woman. who received it 
from the Home Shopping Network. 
"This is all very strange," sa id Diana Baculis. library 
spokeswoman. 
"I was completely flabbergasted," said Lou Echols, 68, of 
Baton Rouge. She said she received the book in February afte r 
returning an electric fry ing pan she'd purchased from the 
cable televis ion network. 
''I was kind of hitting the shopping networks hard, and it 
wasn't unusual to have a package left in the front door," she 
sa id. 
The book ma) h:l\ e been sh ipped back and forth a few 
times: An accompanying handwritten note said 'f it was 
returned again it "ould be destroyed . said Echols, who was 
insp ired by the mystery. 
After "a lot of phone calls," she said . a network representa-
ti ve told her to mail th~ book to Cedar Rapids along with SS. 
for which her acco unt " as credited. 
Baculis said libra" records for the book 1'/ato. Not Pro:ac .' 
were destroyed alter t! \:llli shed. The book was published in 
August 1999. 
The Horne Shurpong cmork has a di stributio n center in 
Waterloo, but people pack ong boxes aren 't a llowed to have 
persona l items with them 'pokeswoman Amy Panson said . " I 
don ' t rea lly kno" hu" ' ' "confirm anvthing." she said. 
Echols said the mo x-up hasn ·t pu t her o fT televised shopping. 
"They do such an enonnous business, they're bound to make 
mistakes," she saod . 
College administrators fuming over 
nudie student directory 
BIRM INGHAM, Ala. (AP) Samford Uni versity's student 
directory is called ·· Faces." but the new issue has generated a 
buzz because of other body parts _ the cover features a mosa-
ic of hundreds o f tiny images featuring nude women and sex 
acts. 
The Baptist-affiliated school distributed thousands of the 
100-page directory last week. Sharp-eyed students quickly 
informed school oflicials that the cover mosa ic over an image 
of model Christy Turlington contained pornography. 
The cover's arti st, senior graphic des ig n major David 
Carrigan, said he took the uncopyrighted mosa ic from a Web 
s ite and b lurred the images w ith a computer. 
" I surely would not have used the image had I known the 
content o f the small photographs," Carrigan wrote in an e-
mail apology distributed to the student body. " I am personal-
ly opposed to pornography and its cflcct on society." 
Richard Frank lin, vice president and dean of students, said 
the school would disc ipline Carriga n, hut docs not plan to 
recall the book. 
That surprised freshman Nata lie Gavin: "They won't le t us 
have MTV, but we've got pornography on the directory." 
! 
University considers mandatory dorm for freshmen 
BATON ROUGE, La. {AP) Future freshmen at LSU 
may start their college careers li ving in dormitories, 
whether they like it or 
not. 
The un iversity is considering a proposal requiring 
dormi tories fo r all incoming first-year students, even 
those who live in Baton 
Rouge. 
"We are trying to create a li ving, learning communi-
ty, and thi s is part of LSU," said LSU Excecutive Vice 
Chance llor Dan 
Fogel. .. We have good data showing a higher retention 
and graduation rate for people living on campus." 
If adopted. the change would take place in the fa ll o f 
2003. 
Nothing w ill be done until the university gets input 
from faculty members, students and parents, Fogel said 
Tucsda\ . 
"We ;_.ant them to understand what we are doing. and 
we need to understand the full array of their concerns 
and be as 
respons i,·e as we can be," Fogel said . 
Fogel sa id there w ill be some exceptions to the rul e, 
such as for married students. students over age 2 1 and 
hardshi p cases. But he said he did not believe there 
\\Ou ld be a b road except io n for students Ji ,·ing in the 
Baton Rouge area, which make up about 20 percent of 
LSU's enrollment. 
The LSU Faculty Senate has suggested studies on 
whether the university has the dormitory space to han-
dle the change, whether there would still be room for 
upperclassmen wishing to live in dorms and whether it 
is fa ir to put an extra financial burden on families 
whose children could li ve at home. 
Fogel said LSU would have the capacity for about 
7,200 students to li ve on campus by 2003. Abou 5,500 
students currently live on campus, he said. 
Darrell Broussard, the Student Government 
Association's freshman executive committee adviser, 
sa id he likes the idea of a residency requirement. 
" Right now, a lot of us live on campus," Broussard 
sa id. " It kind of made me use the campus resources 
more and get to know people better." 
LSU had a freshman residency req uirement until 
1979 . although exceptio ns were often granted. 
The unive rsity is currently running a small program 
aimed at gi ving freshmen more of a small college expe-
rience so they do not get lost in the sea of LSU 's 3 1,000 
students . Selec ted freshmen live in a male-female dor-
m ito"·· have upperclassmen as ad visers and have spe-
cial prog rams bro ught to them in the residence hall. 
Researchers funded to produce mutant mice 
MEMPHI S, Tenn. (AP) Researchers at the Un ivers ity 
o f Tennessee have won a $1 2.7 mi ll ion grant to pro-
duce genetically mutant mice, authorities announced 
Monday. 
The idea is to produce lab animals with known genet-
ic mutations that can ass ist in studies o n various human 
maladies such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson diseases 
and drug and alcohol addiction. 
"Scientists can introduce mutations into mice and 
conduct studies that are not possible on human 
beings," said Dan Goldowitz, a professor of anatomy 
and principal investigator on the grant. 
The Nati onal Institute of Mental Health , which is 
financing the five-year grant, is particularly interested 
in mice that can be used for neurological studies. 
"Once a gene related to a mouse mutation is mapped, 
researchers can predict with accuracy the location of 
the corresponding human disease gene." Goldowitz 
said. 
Researchers expect to produce mice with 25 to 50 
new mutations annua lly, UT officia ls sa id at a news 
conference announcing the grant. 
Genetic sequences of mouse and human DNA arc 90 
percent identical. Since mice live only about three 
years they are part icularly good lab animals for studies 
on aging. 
The work a t UT's Health Science Center is directed 
by a group of sc ientists called the Tennessee Mouse 
Genome Consortium. 
The consortium includes researchers at the University 
of Tennessee in Memphis and Knoxvi lle as well as sci-
entis ts with St. Jude 
Chi ldren ' s Research Hospital, the University of 
Memphis, Meharry Medical College, Vanderbilt 
University, Oak Ridge Nat ional Laboratory and East 
Tennessee State Un iversity. 
While the mutant mice will be studied for physical 
characteristics, such as s ize and length of li fe, they also 
wi II be watched for 
behavioral traits including memory abi lity and affinity 
for alcohol and coca ine. 
The mice will be available to scientists worldwide. 
Their pedigrees, including the DNA location of their 
genetic mutations w ill be posted on the World Wide 
Web. 
The university will keep a bank of mouse tissue sam-
p les on its Web site. Other researchers can study those 
samples fro m their own labs by calling up the site. 
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Get THE PILL 
without getting 
The Pill is now avai lable 
without a pelvic exa m. 
rP-il Planned Parenthood'· 
~ chicago area 
Durango Boots available in 
the following Chicago 
area locations: 
t MAN ALIVE Everg reen Plaza , Fo rd City Mall , North 
Rive rs ide Mall , River Oaks Center. Brickyard,Ca lumet 
City, Chicago, IL t TONY 'S SPORTS 1308 E 53rd 
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WEAR 173 3 w .:Chic ago>Ave., Chicag o. IL • THE 
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~ Teen Street's 
o tingle 
''They say I change like the leaves .... 
I say I'm a lot quicker than that." 
Getz T heat e r 
72 E '1th St 
Oct. 18 Wed. sold out' 
Oct. 19 Thr 
Oct 20 Fn 
Oct 21 S<:lf 
Oct. 24 Tue 
Oct 25 Wed 
Oc; 25 Tr r 
Oct. 28 Sat. 
Oct 29 Sun 










FREE for Columbia Students 
oo•~• A 
Live theater with OJ, guitar, 
sax, flute. and lots of movment. 
:}1' 
® 
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JOIN AN ORGANIZATION 
OR 
START YOUR OWN! 
HOKIN ANNEX 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2000 
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Student Life@ 312-344-7459 
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FREE F88D 
(for new Journalism students) 
2000-'01 kickoff reception 
Meet: 
•Journalism instructors; 
• Your soulmate (an upperclass mentor) ; 
•Columbia Chronicle staff; 
•Batman, Robin, and Wonder Woma 
•Pamela Anderson Lee; 
•Music by the Grateful Dead. 
TUESDAY, OCT. 17, 
5:30 P.M., COLUMBIA CHRONICLE OFF 
ROOM 205, WABASH BUILDING. 
(Just drop by or RSVP to x7366, 7687 or 7672, 
or stop by the Journalism office) 
~1 
12:00- 1:00 
Oc:teber 16, 2000 
Do YOU UKE MEETING NEW PEOPLE? 
LOTS OF PEOPLE! 
THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE IS LOOKING FOR A FEW 
GOOD STUDENTS TO SERVE AS 
STUDENT AMBASSADORS 
DURING THE FALL OPEN HOUSE. 
YOU MUST BE A CURRENTLY ENROLLED COLUMBIA 
STUDENT WITH AT LEAST A 2. 5 GPA AND 
AVAILABLE TO WORK FROM 8AM TO 4PM ON 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER I I TH. 
AN APPLICATION AND INTERVIEW ARE REQUIRED. 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE NOW IN THE 
ADMISSIONS OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR , 600 S . 
MICHIGAN . DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS 
OCTOBER 20TH . 
ATTENDANCE AT A I HOUR TRAINING 
WORKSHOP IS MANDATORY. 
PAY IS $55 FOR THE DAY , WITH AN OPTIONAL 
BUFFET FOR STUDENT AMBASSADORS AFTER THE 
EVENT, AND YOU GET A COLUMBIA T-SHIRT. 
MINORITY STUDENT RECEPTION 
October 17 
Herman Conaway Multicultural Center 
1104 s. Wabash, 1"* ft 
Enjoy a catered reception, get to know your 
faculty, staff, &. fellow students, and hear 
President Garter speak! 
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE IT IN ADVERTISING? 
October 18 
600 S. Michigan, Suite 200 
Take advantage of free professional advice from Columbia 
alumnus & former copywriter for one of Chicago's largest ad 
agencies, Hadji Williams. 
MARKETING COMMUNICATION EVENT 
October 17 
624 S. Michigan, Suite 800 
Eat free pizza and meet fellow Marketing 
Communication faculty, staff, and students! 
o 0~~ 0 A 
for more Information call 312.3<M.7930 











Students must be in full compliance by this deadline. Once this 
deadline passes, a $50 fine will be applied to the student's 
account. Documentation must be submitted to the RECORDS 
OFFICE (Main Bldg .. Room 611) by this deadline. 
PLEASE NOTE: A $50 fine will be assessed each semester the student 
does not comply with the state's law on immunizations. 
FULL and HALF-TIME students must have the fo llowing documentation 
in the Records Office: 
.. 1 Teta~v! Diphthevia Cwithi~ the la!t te~ yeavf) 
Fovei<jl-"1 >tvJel'"\t> l'"\eeJ 1 TJ >hot> Col'"le withil'"\ the la>t \o yeav>) 
1 !hot! o{ Mea!le! (a pvif""avy a~~ a !eco~~avy) 
1 ~o!e o{ Rvbella 
ONCE THE $50 FINE HAS BEEN ENFORCED, THE STUDENT MAY PARTICIPATE IN A 
PROGRAM THAT WILL HELP THEM BECOME COMPLIANT BY THE NEXT SEMESTER(SPRING 2001) 
...... -................... . 
IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS will be held in the 
• 
Faculty lounge at the TORCO Building: 
monday ()ou. l7. lOOO Jrom 1:00 to ~:00 
Tue~day nov. l8. lOOO Jrom 10:00 to 3:00 
UJedne~day ()ou. l9. lOOO Jrom 10:00 to 3:00 
Tnur~day nov. 30. lOOO Jrom 10:00 to 3:00 
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COMMENTARY 
Two's Company, Three's a Crowd Letters to 
the Editor By Amber Holst 
Editor-in-Chief 
I am going to vote for AI Gore come 
Election Day. I know, if I were really on 
the cutting-edge of politics like some of 
my fellow students, I'd be for Nader and 
his fittingly named Green Party. However, 
the thought of "Mr. Smith" actually going 
to Washington scares the idealism out of 
me. 
The problem I have with third parties is 
they haven' t come close to the playing 
field in over a century. The idea that they 
matter is grossly exaggerated, along with 
the idea that they are needed. There may 
be moments in history when such wake-up 
calls are necessary, but I believe we' re as 
awake as we' II ever be. We need to 
embrace and vote for one of the estab-
lished parties- they are different, no mat-
ter what Mr. Nader will have you believe, 
for he is a Democrat and always was. The 
idea that the government should look after 
its people is what both Nader and the 
Democrats stand for. Nader has only dis-
torted the truths and has concocted a fa lse 
image in which both parties are for the 
same vision- when. in fact, they have 
never been so different. 
The Democratic and Republican parties 
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point this out once again, but I fear many 
of us get lost on the road of apathy, and 
then simply blame the candidates for 
mediocrity) the Democrats have always 
leaned to the left and the Republicans have 
always lumbered to the right. The 
Republicans are the party of less govern-
ment for the sake of more business and 
profit, whereas the Democrats be lieve the 
government should have a bigger role in 
protecting and helping all its people. The 
ideologies of both parties are dissimilar; 
their rainbows lead to different pots of 
gold. These are the differences that make 
one proud to either say they are a 
Republican or a Democrat. Never believe 
there exists what Nader likes to call the 
"Republicrats." 
There are those who insist that this elec-
tion is about voting for the lesser of two 
evils-- that the reason we need third party 
infestation is because the candidates are 
too lame and similar in their views. I' ll 
agree on one thing: I would vote for any-
one but George W. Bush. How could any-
one feel secure with this intellectually 
deprived man running the country? I feel 
as if all the pods have hatched and now 
they want one of their own to rule. 
The funny thing is that I really like AI 
Gore. I believe he is the right person for 
the job at this moment. I find myself justi-
fying to others that AI is a good guy and a 
smart man who will do the right things 
when needed. I admire his platfonns and 
stances- plus he even has ideals, which is 
something rare. If you look at the only 
other real candidate, you find he is still 
wrapping himself in the nonexistent 
clothes of morality, which only creates the 
same old problems of why we don't care 
anymore. AI Gore will at least bring some 
vision of the future for the country instead 
of bring ing us back to where we no longer 
wish to go. 
The election is between two candidates, 
like it or not- Al Gore and George W. 
Bush. The next President will be one of 
these two men. I repeat: the next President 
of the United States of America will either 
be AI Gore or George W. Bush. The two-
party system is still the American political 
nonn and to vote against it won't bring 
about change, but only make your vote 
history. 
Considering the reputation that most 
Communist countries have for repressing 
artistic expression, it should come as no 
surprise that yet another Chinese citizen 
has fallen prey to those political devices. 
Huang BeiJing, the editor and publisher of 
Tendency, a journal of poetry, prose and 
essays, was arrested and imprisoned for 
allowing into this publication, what one 
can only suppose, were inflammatory 
comments toward the current Chinese 
government. He was eventually released 
(due, no doubt to the political influence of 
some of his friends and readers stateside) 
and the publications of Tendency will con-
tinue. 
In support of Huang BeiJing, 
Columbia's fiction department is com-
posing a letter to the Chinese govern-
ment, condemning the practice of censor-
ship in their country. The letter will be 
made available for signatures on the 12th 
floor at 624 S. Michigan throughout next 
week. 
A complete account of BeiJing's 
experience can be found in the 
Commentary section of the Chronicle's 
Web site, www.ccchronicle.com. 
Hillary Isaacs, 
Graduate Studeot!Fictioo 
Letters are accepted by all means listed 
below or via email at 
richmondmatthew@hotmail.com 
Second Debate 
Less Than Thrilling 
By Amy Azzarlto 
Web Content Manager 
Last week, I tried to keep up some 
measure of impartiality when writing 
about the debate for the Chronicle. But 
after watching the second debate, a reve-
lation about the candidates hit me like a 
ton of bricks: THERE IS NO DIFFER-
ENCE BETWEEN BUSH AND GORE. 
The candidates spent the first 45 min-
utes of the debate falling over each other 
to avoid confrontations. On six separate 
occasions during the debate Bush compli-
mented the current administration's deci-
sions. His kowtowing left at least this 
voter wondering why he was running 
against Gore, s ince he agreed so much 
with the Democrats. 
As Bush moves more toward the left on 
issues such as abortion when, in the first 
debate, he promised he wouldn ' t use the 
issue as a litmus test for appointing 
Supreme Court Justices, Gore moves 
toward the right in his proposals, such as 
his idea to decrease the size of the gov-
ernment. Frankly, the only interesting 
part of the debate was during the final 
few minutes when Jim Lehrer asked 
about the Bush campaign's charges that 
Gore exaggerates. During back-and-forth 
spatting about campaign name-calling, 
the candidates came alive and showed 
voters just how much they hated one 
another. 
So after this second debate, I've made 
up my mind: I'm voting for Ralph Nader. 
And if the third debate is any worse than 
the second, I might end up campaigning 
for Nader. 
Edltorlala are the opinions oflhe Editorial Board of Tho Columbia 
Chronlclo. Column• are the opinions of the author(s) 
Lellerw to the Editor must Include your lull name. year, major, ond 
a phone number. Atllette~ are edited lor grammar and may be cut due 
to ~~~~";~ .!~:"J.~.':f~g~:vall;~~:344-8032 , e-malled to tel· Vlewa exprened In thla publication are thoae of the writer end 
are not the oplnlona of The Columbia Chronicle, Cotumblo'a 
Journallom Department or Columbia College Chicago. 
terwQccchronlcle.com or mall•' to The Columl>/o Chronicle c/o 
Letfflrw To The Ed/for, &23 S. Woblah Ave .. Suite 205, Chicago, IL 
10105. 
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Susbj Sat' Me~u 
t. T ciro (Finn! Tuoo) 7.00 
1. Amatbi (Sweet Shrimp) 6.00 
l . Uni Sto Urchin 6.00 
4. lkuro (Salmon Rot s.oo 
5. Tobiko Flying FiJb En) s.oo 
6. Unogi Frah Woler Eel) 5.00 
7. Miragai Giani Clom s.oo 
8. Mo~~:uro (Tuno 4.00 
9. Hamochi Yellow Toill 4.00 
10. Sake (Salmon 4.00 
II . Shake-KunS< 1 (Smoked Salmon) ~ 12. F:bi Cooked Shrima) - 4.00 
13. Sabo (Mockerel 4.00 
14. lko (SQuid) 4.00 
Is. Suzuki Slriaed lass) 4.00 
16. Ana&o (S.a Eel) 4.00 
17. Tako Octopus 4.00 
18. to.: .. i Crab Stuk 3.50 
19. Tamuo Sweet Eul 3.50 
~ Masaco1(Egg) 3.50 31. lnor{(Fried &n Curd 3.50 
12. Oroton Roll 9.95 
23. Rainbow Roll 9.95 
24. Charmina Special Roll 5.00 
35. Shrimp Temnuro Roll s.oo 
16. N02ihomo Roll 4.00 
37. Philadtlpbia Roll 4.00 
28. Spider Roll s.oo 
19. Salmon Skin Roll s.oo 
30. Boston Roll 4.00 
31. Alaskan Roll 4.00 
32. E<i Roll s.oo 
33 . Futomaki s.oo 
34. C•lifornia Moki 4.50 
)~. Spicy Tuno M1ki 4.50 
36. Ttkkl Maki uno Roll J.SO 37.· Sak• Maki (Solmoo Roll l .SO 
Jsc_: .Hama llfaki (Yellow Toil Roll l .SO 
) 9. Asparagus Makl 3.00 
40. A ,·acado Makl 3.00 
41. ' Osh inko Mokl 3.00 
42. 1 KappM M1ki J .OO 
·-·-·-·-·-
enjoy the many flavors of the orient 
Celcbratmg 12 years of 




601. Channing Crispy Chicken (Hot!)............ . ...... 4. 95 
602. Empress Chicken (Hot!) ... ................ .... .................... 4.95 
603. Moo Goo Gai Pan .... .. .... ...... .................... ...... ......... .. 4.95 
604. Ca~hew Chicken ...... .... .............................................. 4.95 
605. Chicken Chow Mein .................................................. 4.95 
606. Sweet & Sour Pork or Chicken ............ .......... ........... 4 .95 
607. Pork With Garlic Sauce (Hot!) .... ...... .................. ...... 4.95 
60S. B.B.Q. Pork With Broccoli ....................................... 4.95 
609. Twice Cooked Pork (Hot!) ....................... ................ . 4 .95 
610. B.B.Q. Pork Chop Suey .................... ................... ..... 4 .95 
611. Kung Bao Beef (Hot 1) ............................................ . 5'!5 
612. Hunan Beef (Hot!) ....................................... .. ........ .... 5'!5 
613. Crispy Beef (Hot!) ........................ ................... .......... 5.'!5 
614. Green Pepper Beef .......................... ................... ....... 5.'!5 
61.5. Mongolian Beef ................................................ ......... 5.95 
616. Spinach Beef ................................ ............................. 5.'!5 
617. Shrimp With Broccoli ............. ................................... 5.95 
618. Orange Beef.. ............ .......... ................ ............ .. .. ....... 5.95 
619. Shrimp With Pea Pods ...................... ............ .... .. ....... 5.95 
620. Shrimp With Garlic Sauce ........ ........ ......................... 5.95 
621. Kung Bao Shrimp (Hot!) .................. ......................... 5.95 
622. Shrimp or Chicken Lo Mein ............................... ....... 5.95 
623. Fillet fish with Vegetable .................................... .. ..... 5.95 
624. Empress Fish (Hot!) ........ .......................................... 5.95 
62.5. Buddhist Delight (Bean Curd with Vegetable) ........ . 5.95 
626. Bean Curd Home Style (Veg.) .. ........................ .. ...... . 5.'>5 
627. Spicy Bean Curd (No meat) .................................. .. . 5.95 
628. Vegetable Moo Shu (2 pancakes) .............................. 5. 95 
629. Vegetable Egg Foo Young ...... ............................ ...... 5.'!5 
630 Vegetable Chop Suey ................................................ 4.95 
631. Vegetab1e.Lo Mein or Vegetable Fried Rice ............ 4.95 
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2000 Third Pa1 
A Special Feature of ~ 
Ralph Nader and Green Party Capture N 
Nader's Priorities 
By Matt Richmond 
Commentary Editor 
"Socialism., is not a dirty word. 
And if Ralph Nader were really the man of integrity that hj 
markets himself as, he would use the word "socialism" li 
de fine his platform as the Green Party candidate in this U.S 
presidential campaign. 
In h is speech at UIC to a crowd of 10,000 on Oct. 10, N~ 
flirted with the word, but never took the leap. He menti~ 
European Social Democrats, praising their infrastructure 1111 
universal healthcare. but never went so far as to call himself : 
socialist or to say that what our government needs is an injec 
tion of socialism . Apparently, the word is still unpalatable tl 
Americans, thanks to the Red Scare . However, though the WOIJ 
itse lf was avoided all night, it was certa inly implied. 
His idea for changing the structure o f broadcast media is on 
example of this behavior. Nader claimed that all airwaves • 
public. that the corporations have hijacked them and that it' 
time we demand control and tri bute in the form of rent paid & 
the American people for the privilege of using them. 
KeVIn PO!nei'/Chrorude 
Avoiding the word " social ism" isn't all Nader & Friends di 
on Tuesday: they a lso d id a lot of complaining. However, "1 
only alternative o ffered to the compla ints was to put Nader i 
office . It was never really mentioned what he would do OIKl 
there. Phil Donahue. Michael Moore and Eddie Vedder ga 
the rally the feel of a rev ival tent : p laying the parts o f evan~ 
ists. they gave a clear picture o f He ll. prey ing on the fears 1 
the ho peful and impressionable crowd to pa int a picture o f a 
indomitable twa-headed monster of corruption. 
Ro Lebedow of Chicago buys a signed copy of The Ralph Nader Reader in support of the Nader presidential campaign, at a 
rally held Oct. 10 at the UIC Pavilion. 
· rm 60 years old and I never spent five cents on any election: said Lebedow. Copies of the book sold for $200. 
Green Party Rallies the Undecided to Hs Cause 
By Jodi Gottberg 
Correspondent 
As a new voter in the 2000 e lect ion year. I have been 
very disappointed with the cho ice o f candidates. The 
o ffering of Gore and Bush. to quote Studs Terke l. seems 
to be "a cho ice between influenza or pneumonia." I find 
it very d isenchanting that I. as a firs t-time voter. have to 
choose which candidate I DON'T want to win and cast 
my vote for the other person. Unfortunately. this is the 
hard reality of most elections. But I'm still young. and I 
sti ll feel like I can change things. so it's a hard p ill to 
swallow. 
With this in mind. I decided to attend the Ralph Nader 
rally at UIC pavilion on October I 0. I assumed that the 
maj ority of the crowd would consist o f stereotypical 
environmenta list hi ppies. not more conservative. less 
politically driven people like myself. But I was pleas-
antly surprised to find people from all walks of life tum 
out for the event. 
When we got to the stadium. the cool. evening air 
smelled of marijuana and seemed to be buzzing with 
e lectrici ty as we fi led into the packed stadium. I had 
never been to a ra lly before. and I wasn ' t really sure 
what to expect. There was just this incred ib le energy that 
seemed to surro und the event. 
The speakers were moving. and brought up issues I had 
never heard e ither o f the two primary candidates address 
before. But. the high point o f the event was when Pearl 
Jam's Eddie Vedder did a cover o f Bob Dylan's song 
The Columbia Chronicle Photo Poll 
Question: Who would you pick to be president and why? 
"The Times They Are A-C hangin ' ... For that brief 
moment. the crowd was completely united. A sense of 
ho pe and pride seemed to rush over us: it felt as if maybe 
there is a chance to repa ir our ho rribly corrupt system. It 
reminded me of what I' ve read of the 60s when it 
seemed like people actually cared about politics. instead 
o f having this largely apathetic group o f voters under the 
age of30. 
Be fore I attended this event I wasn ' t planning to vote; 
I didn ' I see the point. I didn ' t see a reason· for casting 
my vote for a candidate I didn't want in office. Going to 
this event made me realize that third-party candidates 
are going to be a force to reckon with in the coming elec-
tions. as more voters grow tired of candidates who don ' t 
represent the v iews of the people . 
Commentary Editor 
John Hagelin ~nn ' t tell you what Natural Law 
is. Not be~ause he doesn ' t know. and nol 
because it doesn' t exist. Sure. he ~an te ll you 
whut it stnnds fl>r. why he stnrted the party and 
where he go t till' idcn. but he ~nn't tell you 
everything. 
Whnt he cnn ' t tell you is that Ntllurnll..aw is 
an id<·n hnscd in spirituulity. And in this aae of 
extreme sensitivity. n plutfom l !lased dil"fCtly 
on 11 spirituul belitf system is doomed to 
ridkulc (see Buchanun urtid e abovt', ril!ht). 
• MaOI Mil!hersbraw. lead 
~tnger of Devo. I beheve •n 
ti\Knan evotuhon • 
"She-Ra. If she can handle tho 
universe. s he can handle us . 
She kicks ass: 
·Mick l8118or. He's my favorite 
rock star: 
· euckmlnster Fuller. He's a 
scientist and political theo-
rist: 
So it seems thut, tor survival's san. Natunl 
Ulw WIIS adopted IS D C'llphtmillm. It's the 
clnscs t thin11 to a sdc-ntitl.: tenn for :Z.. 
lletuinl! H11c lin talk about Natural Law Ia 1 
little like lilleni"M to the Dalai l..aml: 
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lation's 
tn't Match His 
Then, when the audience was good and shitlessly scared, they 
proclaimed that there is hope. There is someone who will save 
you. and that is Ralph Nader. Don 't worry about how. Ralph is 
the answer. 
But unlike Jesus, who never actually takes the s tage at the end 
of the revival, Nader showed up. And as soon as he took the 
stage, the revival ended. Kids who had been totally pumped to 
see Eddie Vedder, Michael Moore and Phil Donahue decided 
that the show was over when they heard the awkward old man 
stumble over his words and tiled toward the doors in the mid-
dle of the savior's speech. No demons were cast out. no 
redemption was guaranteed. Christ came on stage and screwed 
up his I ines. 
Not that Nader didn ' t try his best to keep the crowd whipped 
up, but the man just isn ' t a speaker. The longer he spoke. more 
and more of the fom1erly enthusiastic kids left for the door. 
Ok. so Nader is no showman. But that's not a bad thing. In 
fact, it '~ probably a good thing. America has seen enough of 
sty le-over-substance politics. But here again is the same con-
tradiction: if your message is substance over style. why avoid 
the word soc ialism (the substance of hi s platform) and o rganize 
a traveling circus fu ll of celebrity power? 
Which exposes the sad truth of the Nader phenomenon: most 
of his supporters hold only a vague understanding of his plat-
forms and political stances, and Nader himself is responsible 
for that. Attracting large numbers of young people to rall ies is 
more important than advancing possible solutions. People are 
excited by the uniqueness of his approach and the energy of his 
spo)<esmen's performances. and they don' t ask much more. 
In other words: He's a fad. 
Ralph Nader 
Libertarian Browne Keeps It 
addicts if drugs were legalized: 
"Treatment will go private. 
And money wi ll eventually 
gravitate toward treatments. 
But winos wind up killing 
themselves with alcoholism. It 
happens now and it will conti n-
ue to happen. Should a few 
people who can' t handle the ir 
liquor be the reason no one can 
drink? They tried that with 
Prohibi tion and it didn't work. 
" It's the same with Social 
Kevin Pomer/Chronicle Security. The .governm~nt 
Harry Browne at the Chicago Libertarian rally. ropes everyone mto Soc•al 
By Matt Richmond 
Commentary Editor 
" I want to be free, and I want you 
to be free ," Harry Browne, 
Libertarian presidential candidate 
quipped when asked why he's run-
ning for president. Then. he started 
w ith his bread-and-butter argument: 
the government is taking all your 
money. 
"The politicians can take whatever 
they want out of your paycheck." 
Browne said. "Forty-seven percent 
of the national income goes to the 
government. I would repeal the 
income tax entirely." 
Browne consistently applied simple 
explanations to complex problems. 
He attributed the source of high 
crime rates in America to the fac t that 
"there will always be people who 
wi ll take what's not theirs. with no 
sense of empathy." 
Likewise. his solution to the crime 
problem is a return to English 
Common Law. 
His simple outlook works well 
when applied to some issues, but 
on ly if you can suspend your disbe-
lief can you share his vision. For 
example. Browne said he would end 
the war on drugs immediately. 
" All drugs should be legal," 
Browne said. "Whatever remai ns 
illegal is the province of criminals. 
If a systance is illegal for children. 
that's ho the cri minals will sell it to. 
That' why drugs and alcohol must 
be legal across the board, even for 
chi ldren. The protection is in legali-
ty." 
When asked whether or not the 
illegality of drugs saves the lives of 
addicts, Browne admitted that it 
might be a rough transition fo r 
Security based on the extreme 
examples. So, because a few people 
don't save for retirement, we all have 
to save with the government. Just 
like Prohibit ion, the idea was some 
people w ill kill themselves w ith 
drink so it should be illegal for all. 
even those who just enjoy some wine 
wi th d inner. There is a small percent-
age of people who don't save for 
retirement, and so the government 
says all of us must sufTer. we all have 
to sacri fice to help a few who aren't 
smart." 
That connection between drug use 
and Social Security exhibits the basic 
tenet of Libertarianism and its for-
mula fo r national improvement: 
Government screws everything up. 
and it should leave us alone. 
And the Libertarian picture of a 
Libertari an plan in motion: When all 
those programs are gone. it will be 
rough for some people, but that's the 
way it goes. I'l l be all right. 
Or to quote Browne: ''When people 
run their own lives. some of them 
will run themselves poorly." 
The fonnula is supposed to fi t 
every issue, but it seems awkward 
applied to something like college 
tuition. Asked how college students 
would benefit from a Browne admin-
istration. Browne replied: " Well the 
cost of college education went up 
tremendously with things like Pell 
grants. student loans. the Gl Bill and 
other things. We' ll lower the price 
tremendously. We' ll also make it 
poss ible to enter the work force with-
out having to pay income tax. with-
out having your money drained away 
by social security and a number of 
things like that." Translation: I don't 
think about college much. Why don't 
we talk about Social Security? 
~~~----------~------------------~ John Hagelin: O~i-Wan Kenobi of Presidential 
"As a physicist, I appreciate that there are 
aws of nature governing life throughout the 
miverse. Everything that happens happens as a 
• ·esult of the function of natural law- from the 
notion of a particle to the batting of an eye to 
he digestion of food. 
"It [Natural Law Party] stands 
or fo rward-looking, sustainable 
:olutions that are in harmony with 
•atural law, like renewable-energy 
f echnologies, like susta inable agri-
V :ultural methods, and preventive 
J tnd complementary hea lthcare 
•rograms that harness the natural 
aws that uphold human health." 
e In other words, Hagelin's plan is 
after platform of self-help. Chicken Soup for 
the Government proposals. An unenthusiastic 
smile rests on hi s face like a Twizzler. His 
deliberate, self-conscious demeanor suggests 
either the confidence of true enlightenment or 
heavy medication. 
And as you might expect, his idea 
is not to drastically change govern-
ment o r policy; it 's to change atti-
tudes. 
Like all other third-party candi-
dates, Hagelin has the luxury, if he 
chooses it, o f blaming the present 
two-party system for everything 
wrong in America. However, he 
opts not to indulge in such a cake-
L o Use the Force. 
He comes off a little spooky. With a 
John Hagelin walk. Instead, he sees unenl ighten-
ment as thf, source of America's prob-
lems: oft, yoga-instructor voice, he recites platform 
" Most of America's problems arc human 
problems," Hagelin said. "Crime. drug depend-
ency, domestic violence, even poll ution. result 
from a certain narrowness of vision and the 
failure of education to expand comprehen-
sion 
It's easy to be cynica l. It 's easy to sit back 
and snicker at the idea of inner-city meditation 
classes or wind power, both of which are sug-
gestions Hagelin offers shamelessly, and say. 
" It ' ll never work." But s ince the traditional 
methods of governing are not doing much to 
improve the li ves of American people. maybe 
it's time to try something drastic. Something 
corny. Something idealistic. 
Third parties are about idealism and, in that 





Like every good American. I have 
concerns about the welfare of my coun-
try. and the people in it. However, some 
issues are more important than the oth-
ers. One man who has stood up for the 
issues that concern me and the issues 
that should concern you is Reform Party 
candidate Pat Buchanan. 
For instance, nothing scares me more 
than my country not being prepared for 
the inevitable Desert Storm II . or 
" DSII ," as I like to call it. Neither Gore 
nor Bush have 
once mentioned 
what they a re 
going to do 
when thi s war 
breaks out and 




ing at Campbe ll 
University. was 
f-"'"'-'=='-"=='--- quoted as say-
Assistant A&E Editor ing. "The u.s. 
military has 
been allowed to decline in size and 
strength to the point it can' t maintain its 
commitments around the world. 
America would have a hellish time put-
ting together another Desert Storm." 
Buchanan is the real Stonnin' Nonnan 
in my heart. He went on about the other 
"candidates'" absolutely senseless mili-
tary plans. 
" It is almost an impeachable offense 
what Clinton and Gore have done to the 
military. using it for socialist experi-
ments. (such as) the introduction of 
homosexuals into the barracks," said 
Buchanan. 
I agree. I want to know that when 
America is invaded I have someone 
tougher than Liberace to protect me. I 
don't want to rely on someone more 
concerned with his purple fatigues than 
kicking ass. 
And by the way, if you don't think 
America is being invaded, think again. 
Our border patro l is a joke. Our coun-
try, which has always belonged to us. 
the English-speaking. is in danger of 
having more than one national lan-
guage. I' ll be damned if some day my 
kids have to go to school and learn a 
second language. I ' ll tell you who 
agrees with me. and that is Buchanan. If 
you thought the "Great Wall of China" 
was impressive, just wait till Buchanan 
bui lds a wall along the Mexican border. 
It will be a man-made object that we 
can see from space and be proud of. 
Just imagine the terror of having peo-
ple that speak other languages here in 
America. For example. I th ink my 
greatest fear would be if I had a piece of 
food. such as a meatball. caught in my 
throat. and I reached a 911 operator who 
didn't know Engli sh. Granted. I would-
" ' t be able to speak anyway. But the 
point is. I trust an American to interpret 
my choking sounds. and I imagi ne you 
would too. 
For the love of God (yes. I mean that 
literally). please vote for Buchanan this 
election year. If not. we could have a 
country with many cultures. people 
wearing and saying what they want. and 
children being innuenced by people 
besides Jesus. If I want a land like that. 
I'll go tu Disney World. 
I just hope when I do, it's an English-
speaking Mickey. 
---------
She's finally c~mlng over, huh? 
SOMETHING TELLS US THIS ISN'T 
THE BEST TIME TO RUN TO THE BANK. 
No blggie, bank online. m .calllcle.CII m.ca.lcle.CII m .ccchllcle.CII m .ccclnilcle.c. 
AM llntomet Nr*Jn1 With LahlleOnllne • Fr .. _ .. to - 400 ATMII •ouncl Cflle810 lumbia Chronicle 0 7 checkJnC occount opUone • AM ATM/doblt card • T..-ter lUnda .,._ l..ahle ace-a 
:Hmiiiiini~Tifrniii'TM:i The next time you have some bankln& to do but more pressing engagements arise, you'll be &Jad )'OU have a LaSalle checking account with free Internet banking. 
m .ccelnllele.CII m .cccrlllcle.CII m.~CII m.~It's like having a bank right where you live. Open your LaSalle 










Steady, Part-Time .Joba • oo.ou-o••.oui 
Weekends ~Holidays ott AND Great BeDdttal 
HODGKINS" ADDISON• 
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"'bis MIND-BLOWING MOVIE is ooe ~sensation. BjOrk maies a 
STUNNING acting debut. You will TALK, ARGUE and THINK ABOUT IT 
FOR DAYS. That, triends, IS ARTf' 
-Leah Roten. PEOPU: 
"SPELLBINDING! It aims right lor the heart and aces its target 
BjOrk is thrilling ... and gives a grea1 perfarmcm:e ... there's MAGIC in il 
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE 'DANCER IN THE DARK:" 
-Peter Travers. ROUJNG STONE 
"POWERFUL, even unbearable emotions ... aimed at smashing everything jaded 
and ptmy about contemp:xary cinema. Mr. von Trier elicits a performance from 
his le<Id actress that deserves to be called MIRACULOUS. 
BjOrk seems to be inventing a new style of film o:ting!' 
-A.O Scott. THt HEW YORK 11MES 
BRILLIANT .. . and SUBLIME." 
-Bruce Handy. VANJT'i FAIR 
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Passes are available white suppUes last 
on a lust-come. tust-seJVed basis. One 
pens per perlKllll. No purchase necessary. 
Employees ol a1J promotional partneJs 
and theu a~ are not eUgtl>le. 
"DANCER IN 1HE DARK" 
OPENS FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 20™ 




Time to break open a bottle of Cowolsler. 
Atier 10 years of woiking on "Saturday Night Live" 
(S?'L), Tim ~eadows is moving on up in the world. It will be difficult to avoid seeing 
Meadows th1s month; he wil l be appearmg on both the big and small screens across 
the country o,·er the next few weeks. Meadows' new movie "The Ladies Man" opened 
Fnday October 13th, and is now playing in theaters .1ationwide. As for his small screen 
appearances. Meadows is costarring in "The Michael Richards Show". which premieres 
on October 23. He also made a guest (re)appearance on "SN L" on October 7, and was 
not at all shy about shameless ly plugging his new movie and TV show. 
.\-fcadows got his stan here in Chicago. at The Second City. Back when he was per-
forming at The Second C ity, Meadows always dreamed that he'd be on "SNL" some 
day, but never in a million years thought he wou ld actuall y end up there. "I thought I'd 
end up in the gutter." said Meadows with a laugh. 
:O.feado" s. ins tead, ended up being one of the longest running cast members ever on 
·s:-.L". 
During h1s time at "S ' L". Meadows made lots of friends, including Adam Sandl~r. 
\like Myers, and Chris Farley. who moved on and became famous before he did. When 
asked if he ever felt any frustration from this, Meadows responded, "no. not at all . I 
lo'e my friends and I'm proud of them." 
One memorable event Meadows remembers of his days at "SNL" involved Sinead 
O'Connor. 
"! think the craziest thing that l ever saw was when she tore up the picture of the 
pope.· he said. Meadows remembers "the sound of 300 jaws dropping and hitting the 
floor all at once." 
"During the rehearsals all week long. she'd hold up a picture of a baby. and so the idea 
v.as, that she wouldn't show this picture o f a baby." Meadows said, "one of the guys 
from r.esearch got fired cause she a•ked for a picture of the pope and they didn't ask 
"'hy. Why do you want a pictu re of the pope? You had a picture of the baby at dress 
rehearsal. You're not thinking about tearing this up, are you?' " 
"The only thing l can reme mber was that l was happy l wasn't in the sketch that was 
follo wing it. Cause whatever followed that. nobody cared. l don't think anyone knows 
what sketch was after that." 
,\nother memo!) that Meadows has of "SNL" is of the imper~onations he did . llc 
s,aid Don King was a fun impersonation to do, because it was basically just a lot of 
yelling. "Yeah, it's a great day in America! It's a G reat day to be an American! That's 
right!" ~cadows yelled, jumping right back into character. 
'vleadows said his Bernard Shaw (CNN news anchor) impersonation was fun because 
he got to sort of · stick it to him.' "I kind of liked doing Bernard Shaw, cause he hated 
me. Cause l knew he was watching. or somebody would call him and tell him." 
When asked what his favorite memory of"SNL" was, Meadows replied, "I remem-
ber thi• sandwich l ate · that was turkey and Mayo - U1at was just - to die for." 
Though Meadows spent the past decade of his life working on "SNL", he said it was-
n't a .difficult decision to leave. "I was pretty tin:d of it last season. Just creatively, It 
felt like l wanted 111 move on. I was 50rt of getting tired of the competition." 
Not that he was without sentiment about leaving the show . .. "It's always hard to 
leave a job that you love," said Meadows. 
The ri9ky bu_~iness of leaving a show that's doing very well for n bmnd new sitcom 
~s~'t bother Meadows at all, because h~'s taken hlgger risks in hi~ life . "The biggest 
n qk l ve ever talccn wa..q when l lei\ Detro1t 10 years back. l lmd S700 in the bank, nnd 
I had no job. So .that was a bi~ger risk.'' To Meadows, a career change is no thlniJI. 
!Jack to the; su~ect of.m,dw,che•. "Would you like to go get a fish snndwlch'l" seems 
It> be the malll p!ckup line nf t cnn l'help•. Mc;,dnw~·s chamctcr in "111c l.ndics Mttn ." 
f h(m!fh 1t. 'lec~ns to work wr ll for I efJn. Meadows •ay~ he lnL• never u•cd thai line, aud 
dt.e~n t thmk 1t wt>tlld w•Ak f<>r 1onyhody In fac t. the line s tnncd ns a Joke. 
"When we w•·re ' 111111 !he ••.r~pt , we juol ~li•rtctl throwing it in. in order lu mnkc each 
Week 
I 
other laugh. So we would add it to 
a scene and then give it to the other per-
son. and they would see it and go, ' oh my 
god, it's another fish sandwich joke.' Just to make 
each other laugh. And then we j ust decided that we'll 
leave it in there - make it something that Leon really loves." 
Meadows says he partially developed his character Leon Phelps here in Chicago. He 
said he used to make crank phone calls to Chicago radio stations; he'd call and order 
them a pizza or something using what became Leon's voice. Later, he developed the 
rest of the aspects of the character on "SNL." Even though it seems like it might have 
been diflicult to tum a five-minute sketch into a full-length movie, Meadows says it 
really wasn't. "! didn't really perceive a problem when we stancd out. It wasn't like, 
we ll. what are we gonna do to stretch this out'.' We son of felt like we hadn't really 
explored it because we only did it a few times a season. We'd do it maybe four times. 
It "as always a very brief sketch. usually about something sexual or just problems in 
general. So we never got to explore what Leon was like off the radio. What his life 
was like. who his friends were, and how did he become this way." 
Although Meadows says he has enjoyed working on both TV and mpvies. we may be 
more likely to see him in the movies in the future, because. as he says, "well. in movies, 
they kiss your butt more. which I'm son of getting used to. " 
• • .,..,.,__,,. """ ~ ~-'-•"'-.!-.Jel .. ...... ..._-.~_ ·-·--------· .. -----
Calling all Columbia talent: 
Impro~ eom~dy th!s month! 
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Comedysportz Theatre 
3210 N. Halsted St. 
Phone: (773) 549-8080 
"Blind Date" 
8 p.m. 
Long-form improvisation about dating and relat ionships. Bring 
a date! 
& 
"Whose Chorus Line is it Anyway?" 
8 p.m. 
Long-form musical improvisation that is sure to make you sing 
laughter. 
Performance Loft Theater 
"3200 N. Moon" 
II p.m. 
An interactive improvised comedy where you are the studio 
audience 
at the taping of a new show. 
Comedysportz Theatre 
32 I 0 N. Halsted St. 
Phone: (773) 549-8080 
"Comedy Competition" 
8 p.m., 10:30 p.m. 
Two teams of professional comedians compete in an 




Jmprov and sketch comedy for your enjoyment. 
JmprovOJympic 
354 I N . Clark St. 
Phone: (773) 880-9993 
" In Technicolor" 
10:30 p.m. 
The comedy duo that had success with "Two White Guys," per-
form 
their latest improv comedy show. 
Comedysportz Theatre 
3210 N. Halsted St. 
Phone: (773) 549-8080 
"The Hot Karl" 
12a.m. r--------------------------------~ Long-form improvisation that is for mature audiences only. 
Sure, when you look at someone like Janusz Kaminski or Pat Sajak, you 
might think, "these modern Gods are so above me. " 
Not true! They and many others started out just like you, as a Columbia 
student! 
Granted, Kaminski has gone on to win two Oscars, and Sajak might host 
America's-Favorite-Game- Show, "Wheel of Fortune," but years back, they 
were just run of the mill students. People didn't know back then how special 
they were. _ 
Trmes have changed, and it's time your fellow student knows just how spe-
cial you are. 
Every week, in the Arts & Entertainment section, we want to profile a stu-
dent at Columbia that is performing in the arts. It can be making music, 
doing improv, starring in plays, have a gallery opening, anything! Let the 
college know that you are out there, doing something. There is a lot of tal-
ent here that goes unnoticed, and that has to change. If you are involved in 
something cool, that makes you P.roud, we want to profile you. 
Please call us, write us, or email us with your requests, and soon you'll be 
a celeb, just like Rudy from Survivor! 
If you would like to be profiled by the Chronicle staff or you want to nom-
inate one of your talented friends ~lease call or e-mail A&E editor Michelle 
Flores (HilreplOl@prodigy.net or assistant editor Chris Roach 
(FilmChris@aol.com) at 312-344- 521 . 
The Playground Theater 
3341 N. Lincoln Ave. Phone: (773) 871-3793 
Improv Comedy 
8 p.m. 
By Michelle Flores 
A&E Editor 
Did you ever wish you could leave the world of reality and enter a world of fantasy? 
Have you ever watched your favorite canoon and wished that you could visit the world 
of animation, even just for a little while? Well, wish no more, cause now you can! 
"Cyberworld 3D". presented by Intel, is the first 3D animated film ever, playing at 
the Navy Pier !MAX Theater. This film not only lets you enter another world, with 
images that literally jump ofT the screen and pull you in, but it also lets you experience 
images that are simply unimaginable. 
Phig, a tough cyberchick (voiced by Jenna Elfman of ABC's "Dharma and Greg") 
narrates the film . Her task is to guide the audience through a futuristic gallery of cyber 
adventure. "Phig is very charming and quirky, and she gets to be a little silly," Jenna 
Elfman explained in a former interview. "She slips and falls and has a really good sense 
of humor, so I thought 'This sounds like a voice I could do.' She has a lot of adventures 
in the story." ln an interview with Steve Hoban, one of the producers of the film, he was 
quoted saying; "Jenna Elfman was the perfect choice for Phig. She is a very gifted 
comedienne and has a charisma that shines through everything she says. She can be 
brassy and warm at the same time." 
Three unwelcome pest. the "Cyber Critters", named Buzzed, Wired, and Frazzled 
bring trouble to "Cyberworld" by destroying the computer programs that make 
"Cyberworld" possible. Phig's job is to complete the tour and s~ccessfully take out the 
"Critters" before it is too late. "The way I approached the characters was that their mor· 
phology and personality were almost as one," Elaine Despins, director of the SANDDE 
(Stereoscopic ANimation Drawing DEvice) animated Cyber Critters segments of the 
film , said in an interview. "Buzzed is the chubby winged one, the only one who can 
fly. In the I MAX 3D world he is about two feet (0.6m] tall . He is impulsive aggres 
In 
sive, ready to solve the action with his fists. Frazzled is the na"ive, child-like and open· 
heaned character, and he is a bit slow. He is four feet [I. 2m) tall and wouldn't hun a 
fly. Wired is the son of cool, on-top-of-it-all character. He looks like a big spider and 
is proponionately six feet tall [ 1.8m). Wired is the first one to become aware of what 
Phig is, and he is the one to formulate a plan to get at her." 
Also included in this animated film are shon segments from "The Simpsons" and 
"Antz". "We look forward to being the first to show the world what Homer and Bart 
Simpson and 'Z' and Princess Bala from "Antz" are like when experienced in 3D on 
the giant !MAX screen," !MAX Corporation co--CEOs Bradley J. Wechsler and 
Rhichard L. Gel fond, said previously. The six other film segments are, "Monkey Brain 
Sushi", "KraKKen: Adventure of Future Ocean", "Fiipbook!Waterfall City", "The Pet 
Shop Boys Liberation", "Tonight's Performance", and "Joe and Fly Sanchez-Mostly 
Spons." All of these segments provide visually entenaining humor and fantastic 
images. 
On the technical side, the images were created with 3D computer-generated anima· 
tion and w ith I MAX's advanced SAND DE animation technology. "The SANNDE and 
Spin Entenainment pieces are cutting-edge animation and each in its own way. 
Collectively, we think they provide quite a visual wallop," said Wecshler and Gel fond. 
Experiencing computer-graphic animation "for the very first time on a screen 60 feet 
tall is a remarkable treat that people of all ages can enjoy. 
"Cyberworld" is now playing at the Navy Pier I MAX Theater. 
'The Ladies Man' 
By Elijah Ben 
Correspondent 
Tim Meadows stars as Leon Phelps, a 70's throwback rad io host 
who always knows the right thing to say to a. woman in need. 
Unfonunately, those antics get him into a lot of trouble throughout 
the movie. Leon loses his job and te lls his producer/partner Julie, 
played by Karyn Parsons, that all of his money troubles wi ll be over 
as soon as he finds his special "Sweet Than g." flow romantic . 
get hun. 
In the drama, 'The Yards" , Leo 
Handler (Mark Whalberg) has just 
spent the last sixteen months of his life 
in prison and all he wants to do once he 
is home is get a job and take care of his 
mother Val (Ellen Burstyn). Upon his 
home he is reunited with his cousin Erica (Charlizc Theron) and 
'"'" ' ' "··· " and longtime friend Willie Guiterrez (Joaquin Phoenix). 
are looking up fo r Leo when his Uncle frank (James Caan) otTers h 
working in the New York City subway yards. This is exactly what 
to get his life back on track. But instead he is persuaded to join 
in a life of high-stake pay offs and racketeering. 
I thought the plot wa~ too predictable, but it was the superb ac ting by t 
that keeps you captivated throughout the fi lm. 
(Jnce again Mark Whalberg ("Boogie Nights", " Perfect Storm") proves 
he i ~ much more than just a cute face in Calvin Klein underwear. In this 
he manages to let the aud ience deep inside the character Leo by m<~stcring 
phra'IC "actions speak louder than words." Charlizc Theron ("Cider llo 
l<ule5", " l<e indccr Games") is amazingly talented and the range of c 
, he makes her a true chameleon. /\nd James C11an, (' 
') well. need I say more . Newcomer to the spotl 
l'hoenix iladiator" ) has a presence on the screen that tru ly 
the audience, not to mention two Academy /\ward winnin11 ""'r"'""' • 
1-.ilen ll ur••tyn and Faye Dunaway. 
'I he en'!Cmblc of ta lented actors in this fi lm ~ucccssfully makes a very 
i~tablc plot unfold on the '!Crccn in a new and original way. 
"'I he Yard~" will be play in); at the ('hica11o International Film Fest ival 
uc'lday, (Jctober 17, and opens in l'hic:•gu 011 Friday October 20. 
So, Leon goes out into the world in search of the true meaning of love. He is also helped 
by Billy Dee Williams, who plays Lester the banender. Unfonunate ly, Leon also has a band 
of angry men after him who cla im that Leon had torrid love affairs with their wives. This 
band is headed by "Saturday Night Live"(SNL) puppet, Will Ferrel, who plays Lance, a des· 
peratc ly naming wrestler set on revenge toward the man who gave the old "in-out" to· his 
wife. 
You know, "SNL" has really let th is movie thing get out of hand. Considering that they 
really have nn one left that can actually be funny on a regular basis, Lome Michaels is now 
taking the background players of SNL and thrusting them into the spotlight. He did it with 
Molly Shannon ("Superstar"), he did it to Will Ferre l ("The Night at the Roxbury"), and now 
he's taking Tim Meadows and shaking out the pennies that fall from his talent. 
I'm not saying thi s movie was BAD, it had some funny pans to it, but ! walked out of the 
theatre saying to myself "What the he ll was that?" 
The best pan of the film was the brief cameo by 
Julianne Moore (drool) as she stans"going to town" 
on Phelps in a most unusual way. Bottom line · 
considering that movies arc e ight bucks in most 
Chicago theatres, I think it's best to wait for this one 
10 come ou t on video. 
Last year, Microsoft released Age of Empires 
II: The Age of Kings, a real time strategy game in 
which you guide a c ivilization from the Dark 
Ages to the Imperial Age and try to defeat your 
opponents. Released about a month ago, Age of 
Empires II: The Conquerors Expansion is the 
highly anticipated add-on to the award winning 
Age of Empires II : The Age of Kings. While 
AOE II is a great game in itself, The Conqueror's 
Expansion disc is well worth the price (around 
$30) for all the improvements that it brings, 
including new civ ilizations, new campaigns, and 
new features. 
For those of you who thought 13 civi lizations 
weren't enough, AOE II : The Conquerors 
Expansion adds five new civilizations that you 
can command: 
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• Aztecs-The Aztecs have a great economy, as 
their villagers carry more resources, but lack 
cavalry units. However, Aztecs get Eagle Warriors, which are fast foot soldiers with 
good lines of site. 
• Huns-Probably the toughest opponent one can now face are the Huns. Being a 
nomadic people, the Huns don't need to bui ld houses, which can save you a lot of wood 
for building your army. The Huns also have great cavalry units, so you can sack your 
opponents before they know what hit them. 
• Koreans-The defensive specialists, Korean villagers mine stone faster, so they can 
get walls and towers up sooner. Also, they can upgrade towers without incurring 
research costs, and their siege weapons have greater range. 
• Mayans-Like the Aztecs, the Mayans don't get any cavalry units. But they also get 
Eagle Warriors, and can create Plumed Archers, which have an equa l range to the 
impressive British Longbowman. 
• Spanish-Another strong civil ization, the Spanish boast powerful boats that fire faster 
and more accurately. Also menacing are their Conquistadors, which are soldiers on 
horseback with guns, who can move quickly and kill opponents from a distance. 
The Conquerors Expansion a lso adds new Campaigns, which are sometimes a nice dis-
traction from the usual you-got-to-conquer-them first Campaigns. 
• King of the Hill-A monument is placed in the center of the map, and you must con-
trol the monument longer than your opponents in order to win. 
• Wonder Race-For those of you who never played AOE II , a Wonder is a huge struc-
ture that your civ ilization can build to prove your superiority to other c ivil izations. In a 
Wonder Race, there is no combat; all you do is gather resources as fast as you can, and 
build, build, build. 
• Defend the Wonder-You start this campaign with a Wonder, and have to defend it 
for a specified amount of time, as all your opponents gang up on you and try to destroy 
your Wonder. 
• Historical Campaigns-Play as Montezuma, El Cid, At ilia the Hun, and other famous 
military leaders as you play one of the several new llis torica/ Campaigns that have been 
added. 
The Conquerors Expansion also boasts new features, making the game better. Some of 
the best new features are: 
• Smarter villagers-Yes! Now when you tell a villager to build a gold mine, he or she 
won't just stand there they'll get to work, gathering whatever resource is related to the 
structure they built (like a gold mine or lumber yard). 
• Farms automatically replant-Avid players of AOE II wi ll enjoy this improvement. 
Now you can queue farms so that they automatically replant. This is nice, especially if 
you are too busy conquering your neighbors to worry about your food supply running 
out. 
• New maps and terrain-Now you can wage war in the jungles of South America, the 
frozen lands of Scandinavia, or even Texas. 
• Petards-These are military units that carry explosives. Like the Demolition Ship, a 
Petard will run into an enemy structure, exploding upon impact and greatly damaging 
or destroying it. 
• Ha lberdier-Upgraded Pikemen (guys with spears), Ha/berdiers are one of my per-
sonal favor ite new units, because whi le inexpensive to create, they are very effect ive 
against horsemen, camels, and even the tough-to-kill Persian War Elephants. 
Age of Empires II : The Conquerors Expansion is a must-have. If you arc a fan of the 
Age of Empires series, then you probably own this game by now. But if you do not yet 
own Age of Empires II: The Age of Kings (which you need in order to play The 
Conquerors Expansion), then now is the time to buy it . Retailing for around $40-$50, 
Microsoft is offering a $20 mail-in rebate for AOE II, meaning you can get AOE II and 
The Conquerors Expansion for around $60 total , which is a small price to pay for a 
game of this quality. 
But, if you can wait until the end of the month, Microsoft has announced plans to 
release the original Age of Empires, Age of Empires: The Rise of Rome Expansion, Age 
of Empires II , and The Conquerors Expansion in a boxed set with a suggested retail 
price of $69.95. This special "Gold" edi tion will include a CD with music from the 
games as well as some trading cards. 
If you don't own this game, buy it now! You will be amazed at how much fun it is. 
AOE II is highly addictive; even more so if you play a network game with some friends. 
The Conquerors Expansion makes this great game even better. If you are a fan of real 
time strategy games, or you can apprec iate Medieval-~ Braveheart sty le battles, then 
Age of Empires II is for you. 
In a King of the Hill battle, you must control 
the monument longer than your opponent. 
I ncing at the poster .art 
li last We·dn·--
signer of calplutre•if;l 
deserved Academy Award nomination. 
"The Contender" is far from a perfect film, but it contains something missing from 
many Hollywood motion pictures: strong morals and ideals worth fighting for. 
Written and directed by political junkie and ex-film critic Rod Lurie, "The 
Contender" is short on the in-depth character development that would have made it a 
modem cinematic masterpiece. However, thanks to Lurie's grasp on the true nature of 
the Washington political machine and a cast of actors getting the most out of their 
often underwritten characters. "The Contender" remains a solid motion picture that is 
definitely worth seeing. 
Hands down, the most enjoyable aspect of "The Contender" is Jeff Bridge's sure-to-
be-nominated performance as President Jackson Evans. Bridges, at times, appears to 
be stuck in his "Dude" persona from "The Big Lebowski ." Compulsively bowling in 
the White House and continuously exhibiting a severe case of the munchies, Bridge's 
President is a man that audiences · · Democrat or Republican ·· can respect. 
After his vice president dies of causes for which there is no explanation in the film. 
Pres1dent Evans sees a ray of hope 1n an otherwise bleak situation. Evans sees the sit-
uation as a wav of securing h1s Jegacv r hat is, to be the first man in the history of the 
Lnited ~tate s to appoin t a woman to the vice presidency. The president's choice: 
Democratic Senator Lame llanson !Joan Allen). 
'-ot e'eryone m Was h1n{rton IS so eager to place a woman m one of th is nat ion's 
!1ighest and most powerful po litical positions though. Leading the opposition to the 
President's choiCe IS Republican Kcprescntatlve Shelly Runyon, portrayed perfectly 
by Gary (JJdman. Ua re ly recognizable hehind his th ick glasses and hair plugs. 
() Jdman pulls ofT the hardest of acting hat tricks: to make an aud ience fi rst hate h11n. 
·hen under~tand and a lmo" sympathlle with h1m. and ul timately desp1se h1m. 
· ·r he r ·omender's" t1mel1ness could not have been scnpted any better. Amidst one 
or the clr,.;e" e lections m h1story • nd c lose ly coat-tai li ng the c ircus- like impeachment 
proces~ that became Pre.,dent Cl inton's legacy. the film .. if audiences aren't too 
bram-deacl .. >hould stnke a deep nerve among viewers. 
What exactly const itutes the necessary qua lifications tor a publ ic oflic ial? What is 
acceptable behavmr. and should it determine our leaders? Where should this nation 
draw the tine between private and public conduct ' Should there be a line at all? I lave 
we ~adly forgotten our duty to fi nd workable ~ol utions to important issues such as edu-
cation and wcial security in our goss ip-ollse~sed search for "the truth"? 
In all honesty, who is more to blame for the part isan games that are trampling the 
important issues? The political a•s<L'5ins who s lave to destroy careers w ith the dirt that 
they dig up, the media for reponing pri vate affa irs, or the American public for sitting 
back and devouring the trash like a favorite j unk food? It's an important question and 
"The Contender" poses it we ll. 
Emitting a grace and intelligence that would perfectly suit any president of this coun-
try, Joan Allen wa' kind enou14h to take a moment din in¥ with her family to answer a 
few questions fo ll(1Wing the screenin¥ of "The Contender." 
When asked her ' h<.ughts on Oldman's performance, Allen responded simply, "Just 
superb." She con· ,lered Oldman's character, who oozed with self· rightousness and 
venomous jealuusy to be a "delic iou• adversary." And f must agree. The perfonnnncc 
will undoubtedly ncl Oldman an Oscar nomination thanks to what will be his Oscur· 
clip scenes with the equally excellent Allen. 
I was curious if Allen, who is native of the Chicago-land area and the c ity's nation-
ally renowned SteppenwolfTheatre, had any words of advice and encouragement for 
the thousands of acting hopefuls at Columbia. Did she ever! 
Allen: "I encourage students to know what you love, work hard at it, and I think 
good things will come when you know in your heart what you want to do. I think half 
of the battle is finding something that has meaning for you, whether it's acting, busi-
ness, whatever. You have to work hard but to be successful in acting is so random. 
[Acting] is not like any other profession in that you can go to school and study it and 
be guaranteed that you can do what you want to do. For almost every actor that is out 
there, there is an individual story of how they 'made it.' I wish there were a prescrip-
tion, but there is not." 
While she was introducing "The Contender" to the audience Wednesday night, Allen 
made a bold statement in that if it were not for Steppenwolf Theatre teaching her 
everything that she knows, she would not be an actress today. 
So, I had to ask: Would she encourage actors-in-training to begin with theater before 
attempting the difficult jump into films? 
Allen: "I think theater is very valuable. There are a few things about theater that I 
found the most helpful. One, [theater] gives you a sense o f responsibility. You really 
get a sense that it is a team effort. You -have to hang up your own costumes, you have 
to work with the lights people, you really have to treat people well because it is col-
laborative and you rehearse for a month and lots of times your doing it on a shoestring 
with no money. Another thing about theater is that it teaches you how to approach 
character. Whether you're doing it in a play or a film, its very valuable to know where 
your character is, where it's going, and the journey that it's going on. And I think in 
theater you actually learn that better than in film. " 
It's clear to me and countless critics that Joan Allen has not forgotten the strong work 
ethic and important focus on character that she learned in the Steppenwolf Theatre. 
Through effective pauses, gazes, and dialogue delivery, Allen takes her underwritten 
role in "The Contender" and breathes Oscar-worthy life into Laine Hanson, a martyr 
for the crusade to cleanse American politics. 
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CROSSWORD Check it out ..... :fffil!ii ~in1n: Hcn~r~ci f11c~,:~ 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
t Sharply defined 
6 Hitchcock thriller, 
·_ Window" 
to Willikers! 
t4 Kitchen appliance 





t9 At the summit 
20 EMy Beatles hit 
22 Actress Russo 
23 Calm 
24 Got around 
26 Uma of "Pulp 
F1ction" 
30 Pushed a broom 
35 Some 
36 City on the Erte 
Canal 





43 Love deeply 
44 Bonzo or Clyde 
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45 Pla1ns shetter 
46 Music teacher 
49 Quick 
7 Seth's son 
8 Molecular 
Solutions :~niiiYiic1i1n:TI1i~!mn~i1l component a 3 3 i s S N 3 a 3 l ~ 3 3 II I V N a 1 8 I l I 3 II 52 Superlatively sage 
58 T1betan monk 
59 Neighbor of 
Guatemala 
63 Part o f UAE 
64 Mischievous 
9 Pay off a note 
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12 Fourteen pounds, 
in England 
13 Had aspirations 
21 Doggie doc 
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Norse god 
65 Muddle 
66 Bndal nening 
67 Footnote abbr. 
68 W 1de-eyed 
69 _Stanley 
Gardner 
70 uons' lairs 
7t Mighty mount 
DOWN 
1 Boorish 
2 Shaping device 
3 Go1n 
4 Spry 






29 W 1nona of "Linle 
Women" 
30 Body of water 
31 Gum lump 
32 Pnde in oneself 
33 Porous 
34 Starr element 
37 Mischievous 
child 
36 Pool tool? 
39 EXISt 
4 7 Peeper protector 
46 Night flyer 
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messages 
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55 Jockey Arcaro 
56 Figure out 
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60 Ear part 




Classified Mvertisi~ Rates: 
On~ 25 cents per word. 
All major credit cards accepted. 
Pre-payment required. 
Deadline: Friday 5:00p.m. C.S.T 
To place your order, visit the world wide web at: 
http-1/WIIW.universaladvertising.com 
BUYER BEWARE: ~lassifieds Neither Universal Mvertising nor Columbia Chronicle assume responsibility for damages resulti~ from arry advertisements. 
105·Announcements 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas. Florida, Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call 
Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and ask how 
you can Organize a small group & Eat, Drink, Travel 
Free & Earn Cash' Calll-888-777-4642 or e-mail 
sales@suncoastvacations.com 
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air, Free 
Food, Drinks and Parties! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Mazatlan & Florida. Travel Free and Earn Cash! Do it on 
the Web! Go to StudentCity.com or call 
1-800-293-1443 for info. 
Spring Break!!! 
Cancun, Mazatlan, Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. Call 
Sun break Student Vacations for info on going free and 
earning cash. Calll-800-446-8355 or e-mail 
sales@sunbreaks.com 
LOOKING FOR D.J. WITH FLAVOR 
Brand new hottest Chicago nightclub looking for fresh 
d.j. who can get audience into the groove. Must master 
funky soul, Afro Cuban, disco, Latin and the classic 
sounds, Opportunity to share billing with best d.j. in 
Chicago. Real Deal. Send demo C.D. or Tape to 
L..-. -
Jonathan Segal, NNNG, 18th floor, 875 North Mich1gan 
Avenue Chicago, IL 60611 
Amateur Heroines needed! 
Photographer needs enthusiastic and uninhibited 
Asian female models for a unique project. Some model-
ing experience a plus, but not essential. Very high 
hourly pay for the right models. Call 877-786-7073 or 
send a photo with personal details to PO Box 577436. 
Chicago, IL 60657-7436. 
50S-Concert I Event Tickets 
White Oak Tickets Wanted 
Interested in purchasing tickets to the White Oak show 
on November 19,2000.Piease email 
mobfitz@execpc.com or call 414-291 -8295 
605-Jobs 
LOVE TO PARTY! Looking for 5 energetic individuals 
that like to have fun working with Gen X'ers in Hot New 
Health Company. Call Now 847-776-2649 
CALL 312·344-7432 with Questions 
$$FUN & MONEY$$ 
Young Dynamic company seeking 3 outgoing individuals 
serious about success for mktg./sales. Must have s~,arp 
image, good leadership and comm. skills. High inccme. 
FT\Pl Will train. Call847-934-5850.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Seeking 2 wedding photographers - 1 specializing in 
photojournalism. 1 spec. in portraiture for 9/14/01 wed-
ding. Please call Caroline at 312/729-5926 or email 
caroline.hoover@sales.turner.com 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Earn $750 part-time 
International Company expanding. FIT, PIT 
available. Toll free 1-877-456-6546. 
www.earncash101 .com 
80S-Discount Travel 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas. Florida, Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call 
Sun Coast Vacations for a free brochure and ask how 
you can Organize a small group & Eat. Drink, Travel 
Free & Earn Cash! Calll-888-777-4642 or e-mail 
sales@suncoastvacations.com 
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What It Takes To Be A Father 
QJCKIO( t'OIImOIII' 'MtATITTMES TO. ADAD 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE ONLINE 
Campus News 
New home fotutd for Buddy Guy's 
Buddy Guy's Legends, one of the coutltry's best bown blues 
clubs, has found a new hom!'!. soon setthng neJ..1 to C olumbta 
College's Wabash Bwldl.."lg Tbe club was ha::cied an I'!VlCtlon 
nobce last year after an anonymous donor gave the bwldn.g tt 
'A_,> 
!;I~ t• ~ ·o-. 
• t> 
~ ~· 
occuptes to Columbta College Connn~<!d - ·- .;..---~'":i: ~- ~,-
College \\felco nu•:s Dance Center to Ute South 
Loop 
W1lh a packed nbbon-cuttJ.ng ceremony. the door was opened 
for the new three· story, 33,000-square-foot $4 3 rrulhon 
Colwnb1a College Dance Center at 1306 S Mlclu,gan :be 
event took place July 26 OutgoLn.g Prestdent John Duf' VV~lh 
Ius successor Dr Wamck L Carter unvd~d the 274-seat theater S?ace that houses the 
facility Those who attended the ceremony ro•;fP:<~ii.l 
Sept ember 11 , 2000 
Also ns1de 
• lli C hromr le Ph9! 9 
Qpt!l!.Q.rJEl!L 
• l"'W r:; 12 The ChronKig 
Search ourarchwe 
i he Coi/.Jmb1d Ch1Vn1Cie IS ~n 
award·Wir'IOing college newspaper 
wr111en and d1st rrb1Jted weeldf by 
the stiJdenl s at 
illiilil! Colwubia Holds Forum on R estructu ring Piau 
Columbta's provost and mttnm VICe prestdent for Acaderruc Affrurs. Dr Samuel Floyd. led an 
C 0 Lf~ 0 A 
open forum on June 12 to discuss the departmental strucrural changes proposed for the coUege '-~ ••Wi '"P'"''""'" ~ •••• ,. .. or n.cuu, rv 
=-"=~===::~===-=c=::.::.::c:::..:::.::_:.:==:.::..::..::.:::.:::__;_'"_ou l~n·~ O:;~m~th~ 




COWmBW CHRONICLE FORI.Jm 
CLflSSIFIEDS SE~RCH OlJR ~RCHI\TE 
IJND~RGROIJND Cl1F~ SP~Cil1LS 
OrtCJJ,er lt;·2" 
C~i~"e" 8~rritCJ •••• $~.~" 
8a~()tl C~ee.se~~rger fti/~~ip_s •••• $~.~~ 
Caesar Salad •••• $~·"" tll/~~i~"e"···· $~.~" 
S{)lJP 
M().,da1 C~ieke., N()()dle 
r ~esda1 fre.,e~ ().,i()., 
B'ed.,esda1 Beef 8arle1 
r~~rsda1 Crea~wt ()f Asparag~ 
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It's not Mi1J¥t;lime: stay with the kid 
I HI.)tUU 3;}3.1.10:> 
I t happens in an FL city every season. ome unfortunate quarterback is being booed and tom apart by the lims and 
the press. The team is not playing well, 
and e~Cr) body is 
blaming the s ignal .---=--
caller for all the 
team's problems. 
The epidem ic has 
hit Chicago. You 
can't pick up a 
paper or "atch a 
sports cast "ithout 
seeing ) et another 
reason "h) Cadc 
McNown will 
ne'er be ab le to ScoH Venci 
lead the Bears to Assistant Editor 
the playoffs or the 
uper Bowl. The 
23-~ car-old quarterback. who has started 
rough I) I 0 games in his career, is already 
a bust and "ill take his place in Bear his-
tO!'} ne\t to Rick ~tirer. 
Miller at quarterback. My money is on 
Me own and McPherson. and not neces-
sari ly in that order. 
The lack of a running back hurts the 
Bears and MeN own. I le has nobody in the 
backfie ld that can take pressure off of the 
passing game. No opposing de fense goes 
into any game with the strategy of stop-
ping the Bear 's running attack. The Bears 
do that a ll by themselves. What teams do 
worry about when plann ing for the Bears 
is Me own. I lc can create havoc when 
he's back in the pocket. tf all his receivers 
arc covered on a 3rd and 5 play, MeN own 
has the option oftu~king the ball away and 
using his legs to get the firs t down. That's 
a wcnpon that eventual ly wi ll help the 
Bears, but it 's hard to utilize when teams 
trent Me own as the run ning back 
because he's their best one. Once teams 
have to concentrate on not only stopping 
the Bear's receivers but their running back 
too. 'vic own's mobility is going to 
become a huge asset. 
t3obby Engram going down with a sea-
son ending knee injury didn't help the 
progress of McNown either. Teams can 
double team Marcus Robinson all they 
want "it hout any fear of the number two 
gu) doing any significant damage. 
It's a good thing that "' el') body around 
tO\\ n 1!3\ c ~ fcNo'' n a shot. or somcbodv 
migln-allege that the people of Chicago 
didn't give him an) time to be a great 
quarterback. As e'cl'} body knows. if a guy 
doesn't produce in his fir>~ I 0 gmncs as an 
NFL starter. then he has no chancl' of eve r 
being the pla~ er he "as projected to be. 
Something e' el'} body should know about 
~1cl\:o"n is that he's an C\trcmcl) hard 
" orkcr "ho has a passion to "in every 
s ingle time he steps on a footbal l field . 
Anv football field. The man loves to win. 
and Is "illing to do whatever it takes to 
make that happen on a regular bas is. But 
he needs the time and the o~ponunitics to 
make that happen. To think that the Bear's 
struggles this season arc all Me own's 
faultis like saying that Bca Arthur looks 
better in a swimsuit then Ellc McPherson. 
Sure. they're might be somebody out there 
who finds Bea Arthur anractivc. but those 
are the people who wou ld rather see Jim 
It's unfair to j udge ~t c own and his per-
fonnance this year for the simple fact that 
the t3ears have all these problems. For any 
non- ~pons fans " ho arc reading this, it 
\\Ould be like somebod) going for their 
dri ' ing test and being required to have a 
blindfo ld on while trying to operate their 
car. Sure. you might get out of the parking 
lot , but the bush and the kids wi ll eventu-
ally get in the way. Which is the position 
MeN own is in right now. I le has to dri ve 
the car blindfolded. but a car can ' t go 
without air in the whee ls. And with Curtis 
Enis and James Allen as the featured 
backs, this car has two nat tires. 
Tasos Katopcxlis/Chronicle 
Cade McNown has been under fire all season for what many fans and media consider a IHS 
than satisfactory performance. 
Give McNown a chance to succeed. 
If the Bears fina lly get a running back 
and McNown gets about 30 more starts, 
this Bears team wi II be remarkably better. 
If at that point McNown is sti ll playi ng 
inconsistently, then feel free to criticize 
and boo for the backup quarterback to 
come in. My money is on McNown being 
in the Pro Bowl someday. With the proper 
time, he will make the Bear 's one of the 
more exciting teams in the NFL. They may 
be as fun to watch as the Rams are today. 
Give the man time. Besides, what else is 
there to watch on te levision,"Go lden 
Girls"reruns? Let's make a date for two years from now. 
Holst 
CotmNUED FROM SAC~ PAGE 
play with Spain's second division. 
As ide from being an enigma to many supporters 
and the media since arriv ing in Chicago three 
years ago, Razov sprinted to Sold ier Fie ld's 
rowdy supporter's sect ion fol lowing his game-
winning goa l, where he was greeted with open 
arms. 
More good news for the Fire comes in the fom1 
of Defender Carlos Bocanegra, who has been 
se lected as the 2000 Kellogg's Rookie of the Year. 
The 21-year-old former l.JCI.A Bruin started and 
played in 27 games and brought a tremendous 
amount of stabdil) to the Fire's injury depleted 
back line. When se veral key 
pla)ers v.ent dov. n v.ith injuries ~~~~----­
during the regular season. 
Bocanegra stepped up, proving 
to be v. o rth more tha n the 
fourth overall pick in the 2000 
.\.fLS Super Draft . 
Midfielder DeMarcus t3easley 
has proven that he is one of the 
top young players in America, 
becoming the youngest player 
ever to sign an MLS contra~t 
(two months shy of his I 7th 
birthday) Beasley was recent -
ly allocated to the Dutch 
Champion~ PSV l:indhoven, 
where he will play during the 
ML'> off-~ason. One of P'i V's 
~ut~. lfaM Gillhaus, was 
quoted as saying " I've seen 
tapes of him from the world 
youth tou rnament and M t.S 
spring training. What i nteres~ 
me "h" ability at such a young 
age " 
have worked in the playoffs. the inconsistenc ies 
Oocancgra spoke of plagued the Fire throughout 
the season. Team captain Peter ovak (at the time 
of publication) remains on the injury list with a 
strained left hamstring. along with fellow team-
mate Lubos Kubik. who is out with a left knee 
sprain. Goalkeeper Zach Thomton has been in-
and-out a ll season with vary ing injur ies. wh ich 
actually proved benefic ial giving Chris Snitko 
valuab le playing ti me. 
Ante Razov, despite his amazing ta lent and out-
standing physical appearance, threw fits through-
out the season when things didn't go his way. It 's 
not that he is inherently evil o r se lfish, it's just 
that he is almost too emotiona l and passionate of 
a player to d istance himself from the game. 
Okay. the kid g loves arc coming off. 
On the other hand. you have arrogant. untalent-
ed and careless players like Evan Whittfie ld. I 
know he played on the Olympic Team, which 
most wou ld argue requires 
ta lent , but I don't care . 
When on the fie ld, he must 
alwa) s dominate. Perhaps 
he has some deep-rooted 
insecurities and feels obli-
gated to cover-up by show-
ing off. but he's not intelli-
gent. lie never docs any-
th ing for the betterment of 
the team, and certain ly has-
n' t come to terms with the 
notion of passing the ball. 
Another example of the ~ ire·, 
ability to acqu1re world class 
talent was the allocation of for-
mer tJ '> at1onal "learn mid-
fielder M1ke Sorber from the 
ew Lngl~nd Revolut ion. 
Kevin PO<rior/Chronttle 
The Fire'• Jo1h Wolfe (left) and the 
MWoStart' Mark Chung. 
Then you have your 
Dcma Kovalcnko's, who, it 
seems, argue just for the 
sake o f arguing. 
Kovalenko 's fathe r trav-
eled to the United States 
from the Ukraine to see his 
son play fo r the first time in 
the IJ.S . After wu tching 
footage of Vltrious games. 
his fat he r crit iciLed his 
style of play and his con-
duct on the field. In the fo l-
lowing game Kova lcnko 
scored two of the Fi re's 
three gou ls, and left the 
game wi thout uny curds. 
The Fi re arc full uf chur-
Sorber ha' pwven to he an 
unbelievable as,.,. to the I' ire or!!l'nw•tion A Iter 
an ama, mg 1994 World Cup, '>orber played twc' 
~a••on\ In Mex1c..o w1th the IlNAM Pumas, where 
he be(..ame the fi r~t Amenc.;an to ea rn all-star "a-
t~ 111 Mexi<;o's fi r't <hv•,um 
Wht le the me'h 1>f y11uth fHid expenenc..c rnay 
ae tcrs, sornc good nnd 
'Ome not-so-good, but rcl!o rdlcss of their bchuv-
iur off and on the Ocld. they ore u tcum full of 
insp~rcd ptayc" who know how to win. For the 
•c~ond time m three years llms can ' t ask for tmy-
thin!! more. And besides. whut o ther team In 
Chicugo I• worth watching'/ 
Please, not a 
subway-series 
l ean hear and see the rancid, over-hyped World Series ad cam-paigns in my mind right now. Highlights from the NLCS and ALCS--in which the Mets and Yanks are both victorious--
scored with Frank Sinatra bellowing out, " I wanna be a part of it; 
New York, New York!" 
It's enough to make any non-New York fan of the game cringe in 
pain. 
At the time o f this publication, the New York Mets led the St. 




the Seattle Mariners 1- 1. If things play out 
as expected, next week could present an atro-
cious sight: the dreaded "Subway Series." 
Or, as I prefer to put it: "The Banle of the 
Big Apple." 
It hasn ' t happened s ince the days of the 
" Mic." In 1951 (Mickey Mantle's rookie 
season), the New York Giants banled the 
Yanks for the major league crown. Then in 
'55 and ·56 the Brookly n Dodgers and Yanks 
met in back-to-back World Series c lashes . 
These were g lorious times for Long Island 
residents, but the glory days soon faded. 
Both the Giants and Dodgers soon departed 
for California, leaving New Yorkers yearning 
for another National League team. 
In 1960, they got their wish. Wearing blue and orange (the 
respective colors of the Giants and the Dodgers), the New York 
Mets were created for National League hungry fans. It seemed 
another Subway Series couldn't be too many years down the road. 
could it? Forty years later, it looks as thouah New York may enjoy 
a monopoly of the World Series again. 
foll television, no doubt, is a dancina mass of overjoyed IMI'IIKI 
right now, relishing their potential programmina prize. Two ..... 
market teams face to face; home field advantap that merely 
changes stadiwns, not cities; the chante 10 sec New Yorken yellllld 
serum while the rest of the baseball world holds their helds In 
shame. Lord have men:yl 
What arc we non-New York baseball fans to do? Here's my 
propoeitlon. If (please God) the NCLS and ACLS have not tiMn 
decided by the time that this piece Is reid, I urae everyone eo pick a 
team-the St. Louis Cardinals or Seanle Mariners. it doesn't lllllltr 
- nd root as hard as you can for one of them to w.lk away vlc:tori-
oua. 
New York vs. New York may be appeallna h) Bli Apple cllftllen, 
bullt't like 1 ~~~~ of Oore vs. Bush fur the rest of the llllllon. 
OdDber 16, 2000 
A Big Ten surprise 
The 5-1 Wildcats are proving the critics wrong 
ByMikeKem 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
So what d id the free world think 
about Northwestern's prospects two 
months ago? 
Street & Smiths picked the Wildcats 
to finish last in the Big Ten. Ditto 
Sports Illustrated and Athlon. 
Sports Preview at least put them I Oth, 
ahead of Iowa. Obviously, it had inside 
information. 
In I 995, fourth-year coach Gary 
Barnett took the Wildcats from 3-7- I to 
I 0- I and a trip to the Rose Bowl, 
where they lost to Southern Cal. The 
next year they went 9-2, which got 
them into the C itrus Bowl, where they 
lost to Tennessee. 
After that they reverted to the 'Cats 
of old, winning four conference games 
in the last three seasons, I I total. 
"It may be a bit too early to declare 
the improbable two-year run an aberra-
tion, but we're getting close," wrote 
one publication. " It's difficult to 
believe NU will ever be back among 
the league's elite. The facts are fairly 
convincing." 
Barnett left for Colorado a year ago. 
Randy Walker was brought in from 
Miami (the one in Ohio). He went 3-8 
in his debut. But he had 17 starters 
coming back, many of them under-
classmen. 
So maybe we shouldn 't really be 
shocked that the 'Cats are 5-l, ranked 
I 7th, heading into Saturday's home 
game against No. 21 Purdue ( 4-2), 
which has beaten Northwestern three 
consecutive times and is coming off a 
last-second win over Michigan (the 
results of the Purdue game were not 
known at the time of publication). 
"We haven't worried a whole lot 
about what people think," said Walker, 
who was 59-35-5 in nine seasons at 
Miami. " I thought we could be a win-
ning team. 
"I think it's great for the game. It's 
important that you develop a plan for 
success. Then you've got to convince 
the kids that no matter what anybody 
else says, you've got a chance." 
The lone blemish occurred on Sept. 
16, when the Wildcats lost by 27 at 
unbeaten Texas Christian. Last week, 
the 'Cats beat Indiana, 52-33. Before 
that, they won at Michigan State by 20 
and at Wisconsin in overtime. 
The 'Cats have gained more than 500 
yards in each of the last three games. 
The 52 points were the most they had 
scored in more than four decades. 
Their I 36 points in three Big Ten 
games is one fewer than they scored in 
the I 0 previous conference games. 
Junior Damien Anderson is rush ing 
for 175 yards a game, 7.45 a carry. The 
average length of his I 2 touchdowns in 
regulation (he also had the game-win-
ning I 2-yarder in OT) is 33.8 yards. 
Teddy Johnson has a TD reception in 
each of the last four games. The aver-
age length is 44.2 yards. 
Zak Kustok, a Notre Dame transfer, 
Brenna Mclaughlin/Chronicle 
Damien Anderson has rushed for 1,050 yards, averaging 7.4 yards-per-carry. 
is completing 55 percent of his passes 
and has thrown for I 0 scores. 
The defense held Michigan State's 
T.J. Duckett to 71 yards rushing. 
The critics were right. The facts are 
convincing. 
" It 's not like 1 reinvented the wheel," 
Walker said. "Everyone has goals. The 
thing you need is evidence, that what 
you believe in and what you're trying 
to do really works. Transitions are 
always tough. In many cases, quite 
frankly, some people had accepted fail -
ure here. Now, they've got hope." 
As was the case in I 995 and '96, the 
'Cats don 't play Ohio State (5-0). If the 
teams tie for first, OSU will go to a 
Bowl Championship Series game as 
the automatic Big Ten rep, because of a 
better overall record. 
The 'Cats are off next week. Then 
they're at Minnesota, followed by 
Michigan at home, at Iowa and Illinois 
at home. 
"We're not living in the past, or look-
ing ahead," Walker said. "We're not 
rejoicing over big upsets, because we 
didn't believe they were. If everybody 
else did, that's good. We just need to 
play our best, try and win No. 6." 
$ports 27 
A conversation with .... 
By Scott Vencl 
Assistant Editor 
Ken Bowman has played in the Rose Bowl 
with Wisconsin, and has participated in two 
Super Bowls with ·the Green Bay Packers. 
Despite all the b ig games he has played in as a 
center, he is best known for his block in the 
NFL Championship game against the Dallas 
Cowboys, known to many as the "lee Bowl", 
in reference to the -13 F temperature during 
the game. In that game the Packers were los-
ing when Vince Lombardi called a quarterback 
sneak at the Cowboy's goaline. Starr took the 
snap from Bowman, and proceeded to use him 
and fellow offensive lineman Jerry Kramer to 
go in for a touchdown. 
Bowman is an owner of two Super Bowl 
rings, having been part of the first and second 
Super Bowl winners. He was also inducted 
into the Green Bay Packer Hall of Fame back 
in 1981 for his decade long service to the 
team. 
Ken kindly answered some questions for the 
Chronicle. 
Q: What is more exciting to play in, the 
Super Bowl or the Rose Bowl? 
A: The Rose Bowl, I think. The Super Bowl 
was not as big of an event as it is today. 
Recently, someone told me they paid $5 for 
their ticket to get into Super Bowl 1. There 
was a lot more hoopla and parades with the 
Rose Bowl. 
Q: What are your personnel views on 
Coach Lombardi, was be the great coach 
that everybody thought he was? 
A: He was a great coach, a great psychologist; 
he could get more out of Jess than anyone I've 
ever known. He worked tirelessly, always 
looking for that killer play to exploit our 
opponents ' weakness. 
Q : Do you still get excited when they replay 
the "Ice Bowl" block you made for Bart 
Starr? 
A: I feel a sense of pride every time I see it. 
Q: Does the center position get enough 
credit, considering the position is the 
"Quarterback" of the offensive line? 
A: I really don't know in today's football if it 
is as pivotal. Back when I played, I called the 
line blocking because I had to go out and 
block the middle linebacker- if I didn't think I 
could get him, I'd send someone else out after 
him and I'd have to assume their blocking 
assignment. Today, they usually have a big 
tackle over the center, so there really isn't that 
much to call. 
Q: Wbat single player did your Packer 
offense fear tbe most back in the 60's? 
A: One man: It would have to be Butkus - he 
was a one-man wrecking crew. -A Unit: I 
think probably the defensive front four of the 
Vikings: Eller, Larsen, Page, and Marshall. 
They played well together, and were very 
quick. 
Bet against the boys 
Picks for October 21-22 
Each week the Chronicle sports experts will make their picks for five football games for 
the upcoming week. If you think you can do better, send your picks to Ghcouch@aol.com 
or call them In to the Chronicle sports line at 312-344-7086. Your picks must be In no later 
than each Saturday at 11 am. The person who does the best will appear In next w-ks' 
MBet against the boys." Here are this weekend's games and the way our guys picked them-
Record: 7-3 
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Bulls may not be 
Krause's original 
vision, but that's OK 
A point guard practica lly straight out of highschool. an undersi zed power fo rward playing small forward. a scorer who has 
been with three teams in his three-year career 
because he can't play defense. and a slow-footed 
center were not what the Bulls had in mind as 
their primary off .. season aquisitions last summer. 
llowever, after the L.A . Clippers nabbed Darius 
Miles one spot before the Bulls in the draft and 
every conceivable marketable free-agent passed 
them over. that is exact ly what they got in Jamal 
Crawford. Marcus Fizer, Ron Mercer. and Brad 
Miller. Looks like another long and dreadful sea-
son, right? We ll , don't ~ 
jump ofr the wagon so 
quickly. 
Granted. the line-up 
of the four newly 
acquired players and 
franc hise mainstay Elton 
Brand is not going to 
cha llenge for~thc N BA 
title. and most likely not 
even the playoffs. 
l lowever, navsavers 
who point out this fran-
chise's failu re to land 
established stars as a 
dark and doomed future 
Graham Couch 
Sports Editor 
are going to miss enjo: ing a very interesting 
team. \\'hile Cra" ford wi ll most likel) spend the 
earl~ pan of the season spelling thi rd-~ ear 
\ 'alporaiso grad B~-ce Dre" at the point. his 
si lk\ smooth game and 6-6 frame will have him 
stan in!! b,· the r\ 11 -Star break. 
This-team has sewral ob,·ious problems. The 
tirst is de fense. Fizer cannot defend 80 percent 
of the small forwards in the 1BA. Drew's and 
\f iller's lack of speed will leave them out of 
position many times. and \1erccr, as I mentioned 
before, has never real ly gi,·en much thought to 
putt ing a hand in a shooter's face. 
Another issue is leadership. With the oldest 
player on the team being Fred lloiberg. 27, the 
Bulls average age is projected to be a mere 23.5. 
Which raises the question: why are the Bulls 
sticking with the complex triangle offense? 
Former assistant coach Tex Winters designed 
the offense around a group of talented veterans. 
Because they understood it, the Triangle worked. 
However, one has to wonder what the Bulls fran-
chise (don't begin to think thi s is merely a Tim 
Floyd decision) is thinki ng in their attempt to 
teach a bunch of rookies, second and third-year 
guys a difficult system that doesn't necessarily 
suit any of their styles. 
1\evenheless, the 2000-0 I Bulls squad knows 
that few in the league respect them and conse-
quently they wi II bust hump in attempt to gain 
that respect. That effon, along with an upgrade at 
every position with the possib le exception of 
small forward and the depaned Toni Kukoc, wil l 
be enough to win 3() games and have them com-
pet itive in many more. 
Tim Duncan and Grant llill may have not seri-
ous ly looked at Chicago, but that may be okay in 
the long term. Despite Jerry Krause's best eflo ns 
to sc rew up, he might have backed himself into a 
decent situation. I lad II i II or Duncan, or one of a 
number of other veteran free-agents jumped on 
hoard thi~ 'ummer, the schizophren ic Chicago 
media wou ld have expected too much and the 
team would have hecn ridiculed . Now, the rres-
~u re i ~ off (at lea' t " ' much a~ it can he in this 
town) and a grour of young guy' have a chance 
V> cumpcte and grow together. If Krau•c exhibit' 
o,ome ratience, in two ' e""'n' the Bull• will he a 
r layoff main•tay 
(Jn ' econd thr>llght , leh hope for a change in 
ma nagement. 
f)Ut' Hir!n<r " ('flmmentr'' c.:IJn/u c.:l Graham Couch 
;11 f ihr r,uchfu llfll c:r,m 
College Football 
Saturday 
MC,U a t Mr~h .. /:'~() . AOC 
Arrt . at Or•, .. 9:1 S. FSN 
i'rJr. at Wrs .. 11 :10, 
ESPI I/ESPN2 
V T. 111 Syr<JLU'l'J. 11 :, 
1'-.1'11/CB<; 
Bill Manley/Chronicle 
The MetroStars' Mike Petke (12) battles with Chicago's Hristo Stoitchkov (8). The Fire won 3·2. 
Fire balance youth and experience 
By Amber Holst 
Editor-in-Chief 
I n last Friday's deciding playoff game at Soldier Field, the Chicago Fire 's leading scorer Ante Razov scored a 
last-minute go-ahead goal against the 
New York-New Jersey MetroStars, 
ad vancing Chicago to their second MLS 
Cur in three years. 
l)esrite a season plagued with injuries 
and numerous con fl ic ts between team-
mates and coaches , the Fire have met 
expectations in reaching the MLS Cup. 
At the beginning or the season, the 
Fi re organization talked or returning to 
the fi>nn they displayed in 19CJ8, when 
Sunday 
they won their first cup. 
"We have a great balance of veterans 
and young stars," Fire defender Carlos 
Bocanegra sa id in training camp. 
"We' re beginning to mold together the 
inconsistencies as a team and the result 
is a stronger organizat ion." 
Say ing the Fire have a balance of vet-
eran and young players is an understate-
ment . When recent Chicago acquisition 
and Bulgar ian superstar llristo 
Stoitchkov made his international debut 
in 1987, rookie DeMarcus Beas ley was 
getting ready to stun kindergancn. 
The Fire have won the wuy in which 
many great championship teums hu ve 
won before them. No, the pluycrs don't 
a ll hung out uller the gume and muny 
Bears at Eagles, 12:00, FOX 
Bltts a t VIkings, 12:00, CBS 
Roms ut Chiefs, 12:00, CBS 
Monday 
Dolphins at Jets, 8:00, ABC 
don 't speak the same language, but once 
the ball is in play all differences are set 
aside. This is the sign of a maturing 
team in which each and every player 
brings his own unique talents to the 
field. 
Despite inflated egos- which defend· 
a CJ Brown cited is the reason last 
years team fe ll short-and different 
sty les of play, the Fire exhibited excep-
tional amounts of talent, none of which 
has gone unnoticed this season. 
Ante Rt12ov's lute game heroics in the 
October 6 mutch reminded fans that his 
goal production will he missed next sea-
son when he leaves nt season's end to 
See Holst, page 26 
Blackhawks 
Wed. NY Rangers, 7:30 
Fri. Dallas. 7:30 
Sat. at St. Louis, 7:00 
